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2002 Diary
Africa Film & TV's dates for the African industry events:

Banff Television Festival
Alberta, 9-14 June 2002 - www.btvf.com
Leading festival of international television programmes aims at promoting
excellence in programming. The 2002 event will feature an African Focus.

Zanzibar Film Festival
Zanzibar, Tanzania, 28 June -13 July 2002 -
www.ziff.or.tz
Celebration of films from the diverse cultures of the Dhow countries.

IBC
Amsterdam, 13 - 17 September 2002 - www.ibc.org
Major international TV technology show.

Zimbabwe International Film Festival
Harare, 31 August - 14 September 2002 -
www.africafilmtv.com/ziff
International festival showcasing recent African and International films.

Le Rendez-Vous
Saint Tropez, 9-13 September 2002, www.tvfi.com
The eighth edition of the French TV Screenings

Broadcast World Africa
Midrand, 30 September - 2 October 2002
Conference dedicated to African broadcasters

MIPCOM
Cannes, October 2002 - www.mipcom.com
International TV Programme Market.

Sithengi 2002
Cape Town, 11–14 November 2002 - www.sithengi.co.za
The seventh edition of the Southern African International Film & TV Market.

Southern African Film Festival
Harare, 29 November - 6 December 2002
Festival showcasing films from Southern and East Africa

Dear Editor,
I stand in awe at the tremendous speed and accuracy in
which you and your publication operate. Many thanks for
the prompt forwarding of the press release that was e-
mailed to you from our production office and appeared in
Edition 152, March 26, 2002. Looking forward to future
liaising with you and Africa Film and TV, our new friend
and investor. Thank you for your support
Contact: VIP Productions,  Shane Mohabier,
Executive Producer, email: vipmohab@mweb.co.za

Editorial interest
I just discovered your newsletters and I would like to take
this opportunity to congratulate Africa Film & TV for the
initiative. I would be very pleased if you can insert my
contact in your data base in order to receive the news on a
regularly base. I’m a TV director and manager of a produc-
tion company.
Contact: Eric Congo, ericongo@hotmail.com

Looking for film
Cape Verde
Hi everybody! I hope that someone can help me. I’m look-
ing for information about the cinema in Cape Verde. And I
also want to know more about movies made by Cape
Verdeans who live abroad. Thanks in advance!
Contact: Kizzy, email: kizzybaby@hotmail.com

Portuguese films
Iris Imaginacoes who is based in Maputo, Mozambique is
running a project called FilmAkfrik, which is aimed at bring-
ing “the best of African Film to African Audiences in Afri-
can Cinemas”.  Since the majority of the audience are illit-
erate she is looking for Portuguese-spoken or dubbed films.
Contact: Iris Imaginaçoes, email: iris@iris.co.mz
Tanzania
I am looking for a Tanzanian feature film not a documen-
tary. This is any film made in Kiswahili. I have yet to see
any. If it is from Kenya but in Swahili, please let me know.
Thanks. The site is a great.
Contact: Mwesigwa Kibira, jmkibira@aol.com

KwaZulu-Natal Community
Television Research
I am Mikhail Peppas, a filmmaker and Television researcher
who lives in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. I am
conducting research on the introduction of permanent Com-
munity TV stations in South Africa. My research topic is
titled: Development Support Communication Access Tel-
evision and Social Change Cultural Considerations, Visual
Media and Orality. I have set up a web site that could
become the definitive site for Access Television in South-
ern Africa.

At present the site is under construction, but does con-
tain an electronic questionnaire covering critical areas of
Community Television. I am requesting interested parties
to visit the site and complete the questionnaire, including
the suggestions box.  Eventually the site will link to a chat
room on access TV. The information received will link into
wider research on formulation of policy and structuring of
Community TV stations. A Conference on Community
Television, Development, and Ethics is being considered
for 2003/4 in Durban, South Africa.

The web page is easily accessible through the ‘go to’
button on Internet Explorer and other search engines: http:/
/visualvoice.cjb.net/
Contact:  mikhailp@ntech.ac.za

Letters
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MultiChoice increases its
digital subscribers base
MIH, the Holding company for
Africa’s pay TV giant, Multi-
Choice ended the financial year
with 2.1 million subscribers
(2001: 2.1 million subscribers),
57% (2001: 48%) of which are
digital subscribers.

In South Africa, in line with ex-
pectations, the analogue subscriber base has continued to decline
while the digital base increases, as subscribers migrate from the
analogue service to the digital service. The digital subscriber base
has shown good growth for the quarter, ending the financial year
with 590,709 subscribers.

In Sub-Saharan Africa, the digital subscriber base in sub-Sa-
hara Africa increased 12% in the last quarter ending the financial
year with an excess of 200,000 subscribers.
Contact: mailservices@ir-group.com

Johnnic move signals quest for new TV
production revenues
The merger of Clear Media and Effect Media – brokered by
Johnnic Communications – signals a new strategic direction in
TV production and media management, with the accent firmly on
alternative revenue sources. Clear Media was one of South Afri-
ca’s leading TV production companies, with principal focus on
entertainment, drama and documentary programming. Effect
Media was a leading provider of multimedia educational content
for broadcast and interactive media.

The merger was announced today on Monday 8 April by
Johnnic Communications.

The new company, Clear & Effect, will sit inside the learning
operation of Johncom’s digital division, Johnnic e-Ventures, and
work in tandem with sister companies LCC (Learning Channel
Campus) and eDegree to give the group an integrated learning
product spanning the spectrum from pre-school education
through secondary and tertiary education to professional train-
ing. In effect, JohnCom has created a vehicle for strategic expan-
sion into South Africa’s growing learning market at a time when
the entire media sector faces increasing revenue pressures.

JohnCom previously held a 35% stake in each production com-
pany, both of which are trading profitably. The new arrangement
gives JohnCom a controlling 61.5% stake in the merged entity.
Management hold the remaining equity. The transaction also in-
jects new working capital into the strengthened company in prepa-
ration for planned expansion.
Contact: Samantha Manclark, email:
sam@speakerscorner.co.za

Primedia  & Kersaf dispose of some of
Ster-Century
South African Media Group Primedia and Kersaf Investments -
announced in February that they have sold their cinema inter-
ests, Ster Century Europe in Hungary, the Czech Republic and
Slovakia for US $18.5 million cash. The unprofitable Ster Cen-
tury has long been a financial thorn in Primedia’s side. Ster Cen-
tury Europe will apply the net disposal proceeds from the sale
to reduce its existing US $30 million loan facility with Standard
Bank, which will in turn reduce the guarantee commitments of
Primedia. William Kirsh, CEO of Primedia, said: “This is a posi-
tive move for Primedia and represents good value for sharehold-
ers. The early settlement of a large proportion of the loan facility
with Standard Bank will allow Primedia to significantly reduce
its exposure to contingent liabilities in respect of Ster Century

Movers and Shakers THE Business

Sandra Gordon leaves Sasani
South Africa’s Sasani Limited - the one-stop shop offering comprehen-
sive pre-production and post-production needs including camera, light-
ing and gear hire, fully serviced sound stages, two sophisticated film labs
and high-end post-production, has announced that Sandra Gordon, who
joined the group as Chief Executive Officer three years ago, has not
renewed her contract and left on 31 March 2002.

In an unrelated matter, Ralf Degni is to replace Peter Slater, who
resigned earlier this year, as Financial Director of the group, and Kerry
Macdonald, sales and production co-ordinator with Chris Fellows Sounds
Studios’ (CFSS) has recently moved to Sasani Film.

Roger Fajinzylberg left Canal+Horizons
Roger Fajinzylberg, Director of Sub-Saharan Africa at Canal+Horizons
is no longer working for the company.  During 10 years, he has been
successively, in charge of the Ivory Coast, then he was responsible for
the relationship between the African operators and the two networks:
Canal+Horizons and le Sat Bouquet. Lastly, he was the Director of Sub-
Saharan Africa
Contact: Roger Fajinzylberg, email: rf@peoplepc.fr

CEO appointed to head Gauteng Film Office
The Gauteng Economic Development Agency (GEDA) has appointed
Themba Sibeko as Chief Executive Officer of the Gauteng Film Office.
GEDA began facilitating this bureau back in September 2000 and has
since been doing much industry research and foundation building to-
wards this initiative, which is soon to establish Gauteng as the movie
capital of Africa.

Mopfu resigns from ZBC
The Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC) Chief Executive Of-
ficer, Mr Alum Mopfu, has resigned, citing personal reasons. Mr Mopfu
joined the corporation in August 2001 as Chief Executive, and has been
spearheading the restructuring process. Before he joind the ZBC, he was
the head of the Strategic Research Unit at the South African Broadcast-
ing Corporation (SABC).

Markus Schaechter elected Director-General
of ZDF German Television
The current Programme Director of ZDF German Television, Markus
Schaechter, will be the public broadcaster’s new Director-General. He
was elected by the 77-member Television Council at its special session
in Mainz on 9 March. Mr Schaechter succeeds Dieter Stolte who left
office after twenty years as head of ZDF.

BBC Worldwide appoints Director, News and
Current Affairs
Mark Reynolds has been appointed by BBC Worldwide to the new
position of Director, News & Current Affairs, with effect from May 1. 
Reporting to BBC Worldwide’s Director of International Television,
Mike Phillips, Mark will maximise business opportunities by develop-
ing BBC Worldwide’s relationship with the BBC Current Affairs Group. 
He will also work closely with BBC News; the BBC Commercial Agency;
and BBC Worldwide’s regional sales teams to identify and pursue new
opportunities, and to raise the profile of News and Current Affairs
output within the company.

New Skies shareholders elect new
Supervisory Board member
New Skies Satellites N.V. (AEX, NYSE:NSK), the global satellite com-
munications company, announced on the 16 May that its shareholders
have elected Dr. Ashok Ganguly to its Supervisory Board and re-elected
eight members already serving on the Board for a further one-year term. 
The directors are: Mr. Terry Seddon (Chairman), Mr. S.K. Fung, Mr.
Jerry Kolb, Mrs. Neelie Kroes, Mr. Gerd Mueller, Mr. Luigi Ruspantini,
Mr. Claude Séguin, and Mr. Donald Wear Jr. 
Contact: Elizabeth Hess, New Skies Satellites, email:
ehess@newskies.com, www.newskies.com
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THE Business

2001 : “One Television Year in the World”
Eurodata TV Worldwide has compiled the television report which
covers the worlds television landscapes and the success of their
audience ratings in : “ 2001 : One television year in the world”. This
time, the annual report includes 6 new countries. It examines in
detail 70 territories from all continents with a potential 1,3 billion
TV viewers globally. The average viewing time per individual in the
world remained stable in 2001 in relation to the year 2000, with an
average of 203 viewing minutes per day, representing 3 hours and 23
minutes. The Americans, (the North and South combined) and the
Eastern Europeans are the biggest fans of the small screen. In Eu-
rope, channels, once challengers in the past like TVI in Portugal,
have reached a level superior to the big national channels, thanks to
the exploitation of new reality formats and the broadcasting of local
productions. The year 2001 did not include any huge sporting events.
Nevertheless, 20% of the territories covered included a sports pro-
gramme within the top programmes, in comparison with 30% in
2000. Using the 70 territories covered by Eurodata TV Worldwide,
only 10 of them, included a news programme within the top ranking
programmes, most notably in Austria, the Czech Republic, the 3
Swiss territories, Polond and Slovakia. Slightly less represented
among the top ranking programmes in comparison with 2000, is
fiction, although it still continues to be the most appreciated genre
by TV viewers. This year, the traditional American sitcoms gave in
to national productions. Friends and E.R. alone, were the two star
sitcoms during the 90’s, and they are still within the top programmes
in Australia and America. Other American series appear in the top
programmes in Bulgaria, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Latvia and South
Africa, for example:  Ally Mc Beal and Days of our lives.

In Latin America, the Telenovelas continue to win ground. This
year Betty la Fea remains among the highest-ranking telenovelas
within the southern-american continent. Some Mexican Telenovelas
like Abrazame muy fuerte or Amigas y rivales have been exported
successfully. Strong competition for genres other than fiction, cin-
ema, represents more than 26,8% of fiction, which appears in the 10
top television audiences, a decline by 1.2% in relation to 2000.

American films, made in the USA, still cover 90% of the films
across the 70 territories studied.  Peru remains the biggest fan of this
genre, with 9 films out of the 10 programmes having obtained the
highest audience ratings during the year. Southern Belgium, Panama
and Spain also are keen on films on television.
 Contact:www.eurodatatv.com

Europe. In addition, the sale will facilitate a further reduction in cen-
tral overhead costs and an improvement in operational efficiencies,
with Ster Century Europe now operating in five territories rather than
eight.”

Following a recent review of Ster Century Europe’s operations
subsequent to a management shake-up, and a poor trading perform-
ance largely due to new cinema openings, the Board of Ster Century
Europe have recommended a further impairment charge of US $19m,
of which Primedia’s share will be 40.6%.

EuroNews increases its daily audience in
France by 66% *
According to the second MédiaCabSat, the peoplemeter system meas-
uring cable & satellite TV audience in France, EuroNews’ daily audi-
ence increased by 66%, which represents 257.000 viewers. Every
day, 647.000* viewers watch EuroNews.

This results reveals EuroNews as the 5th most watched channel
among all cable & satellite channels in France. EuroNews is the 2nd
most watched news channel in terms of both accumulated daily and
weekly audience and the 1st pan-European news channel. Every week,
1 adult in 5 (cable & satellite universe) watches EuroNews represent-
ing 2 million viewers.
Contact: www.euronews.net

BBC World purchases first foreign-owned
broadcast company in Japan
BBC World, the BBC’s 24-hour international news and information
channel, announced on the 25 April the purchase of its broadcast
company Satellite News Corporation in Japan and an increase of its
Japanese translation service from 60.5 to almost 90 hours a week.
This marks BBC World’s most significant commitment to the Japa-
nese market to date. BBC World has been a shareholder, together with
ITX (formerly Nissho Iwai), of the Satellite News Corporation (SNC)
since 1994.  SNC is responsible for the marketing and distribution of
BBC World throughout Japan and in March 2002 it became the first
company fully registered and licensed to operate under the new Japa-
nese Broadcast Utilisation Act. The channel is the first foreign com-
pany registered to broadcast in Japan.
Contact: Ciara O’Sullivan, ciara.osullivan@bbc.co.uk

Global Access and Absa form an alliance
with TBM
Global Access together with Absa formed an alliance with TBM to
provide advertising on the Absa Channel.  The Absa channel -TV
Network allows for the delivery of media rich content to be distrib-
uted to television screens in Absa bank branches countrywide.  The
Absa Channel provides infotainment, promotional information and
advertising.  The Absa Channel’s main purpose is to entertain and
educate our customers’  using television as a medium. Global Access
manages and supports the content distribution using the latest tech-
nology IP multicasting. TBM gives advertisers the opportunity to
deliver promotional and branding messages to specific target markets
in the most cost-effective way possible.  TBM distributes content to
advertising networks using high-definition, flat-display plasma screens
and televisions for maximum impact.
Contact: Berlinda Gouws, berlinda@globalaccess.co.za

DW-TV: Ten Years of information
competence
DW-TV, Germany’s International TV broadcaster, is ten years old.
Christoph Lanz, DW-TV’s director comments: “Without doubt, DW-
TV now represents a globally recognised brand among other interna-
tional information providers in terms of the external media presenta-
tion of Germany.” Lanz further commented in a DW statement on 2nd
April that the foreign television channel, produced in Berlin, had be-
come an outstanding example of “pure information competence.”

DW-TV began broadcasting on 2nd April 1992, initially for six

hours, and later for 14 hours per day, with programmes broadcast in
German, English and Spanish. The next goal was reached on 1st July
1995 when the service was expanded to full 24-hour programming.
The decisive leap to global technical presence for DW-TV was achieved
with the switching to the AsiaSat 2 satellite in 1996. Technically, the
German foreign television channel can now be received in over 137
million households on all continents. Some 22 million viewers regu-
larly watch the channel.
Contact:  Patrick Ruppert, Patrick.Ruppert@dw-world.de

ARKive prepares its launch
ARKive, the Wildscreen Trust’s
other major project is preparing
for its official launch in summer
2002. Thanks to more than £2mil-
lion awarded by the UK lottery
and Hewlett Packard Labs (Eu-
rope) which is providing US$2 million worth of technical expertise to
the project. There are now nearly 20 new staff working on the project.

ARKive is the Noah’s Ark for the one-line era. Films, photographs
and associated recordings of endangered species are being amassed
and preserved digitally, in a web-based collection to be made available
to all via the Internet.
Source: Wildscreen 2002, www.arkive.org
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Independent Television Broadcasting:
A Herculean Task in Kenya
By Ogova Ondego who is a communications consultant, experienced writer and critic. He currently publishes
www.artmatters.info (a website on arts and culture in eastern Africa) besides writing for international media and running
weekly special human interest features on the Kenya Broadcasting Corporation Television.

In the early 1990s, there was a clamour over the freeing of the air
waves which was seen as a way of fighting social injustice in the then
intolerant one-party state with a government stranglehold on the pow-
erful broadcast media. The control denied divergent views any outlet
and hence the fight over freeing of the airwaves. In fact, most people
thought it was a lucrative business and therefore never bothered to
conduct any feasibility study over the  viability of broadcasting.

Jerry Okungu, who did the marketing research that led to the estab-
lishment of Nation TV and Radio, says advertisers were willing to
support any independent station in 1991 but that the scenario has
changed with the emergence of democracy in Kenya. Okungu says
setting up a television station today costs anything in the excess of
US$6452400 (about Sh516,192,000), a figure that is too high for most
local investors. He estimates that an investor who borrows  capital
locally at the interest rate of 22 per cent to establish a tv station
would be expected to pay the financier US$129000 in interest alone
every month and thus end up parting with US$8540000 in the first
year alone. The annual interest would be a whopping US$1,540,000.
This excludes operational costs.

Only about 16 percent of adult Kenyans have access to television
while the per capita income in the East African nation is about US$279.
With about 1.8 million television sets (80 percent in Nairobi), Kenya
is not a large enough market for eight television stations (Kenya Broad-
casting Corporation, Kenya Television Network, Metro, STV, Citi-
zen, Family, KBC2, Nation) which have to fight it out for ad-spend
with 12 radio stations (Iqra, KBC, Citizen, Nation, Metro, Metro
East, Kiss, Capital, Sound Asia, Family, Kameme, East Africa Radio)
and established newspapers (Nation, East African Standard).The mod-
est growth of ad-spend in Kenya over the past 14 years has not
kept pace with the exponential growth of the media. Advertising grew
from US$4 million in 1988 to US$48 million in 1998. If all licensed
radio and television stations (more than 30) were to operate and share
the 55 percent (US$26.4 million) ad-spend share that went to elec-
tronic media five years ago, each would make US$0.9 million a year.
This is hardly a reasonable income for an investor who has spent
nearly US$9 million on setting up a television station and US$2 mil-
lion on a radio one. There is no law governing the licensing of elec-
tronic media in Kenya while financial means, technical expertise, and
professional competence, are not considered by the licensing author-
ity. Most licensees are in the entertainment-not news-area. By mid
1999, 12 television and 20 radio stations had been licensed in Kenya
while over 100 applications were still pending. Of the 32 who
have received licenses, only a few are operating due to prohibitive
costs.

Instead of seeing their running costs, analysts say, the players only
saw the functionality of broadcasting. As the chickens come home to
roost, these investors have to cope with headaches and little mon-
etary returns. Asked what challenges they face in television broad-
casting, most managers point to the shrinking advertising cake. Tony
Clegg-Butt, managing director of African Broadcast Network that has
partnered up with Kenya Broadcasting Corporation, says the biggest
hurdles in his station’s path are “shrinking advertising budgets, cut-
throat competition driving down advertising prices and a
poor return on investment.” Although STV, an affiliate of TVAfrica,
only re-broadcasts the latter’s programmes, general manager Kanja
Waruru laments the high cost of production which has prevented STV
from producing local programmes. Waruru however adds that STV
will start making local programmes, including news, soon. “We are an

affiliate of TVAfrica and
we only re-broadcast their
programmes in full during
prime time; we do not have
any local content though
this situation will change
in the next few months
when we shall introduce
local news and other local
shows,” he says. The part-
nership with TVAfrica has
been a boon to STV ena-
bling it to beam its signal
to 85 percent of television
viewers in Kenya. Only
KBC, with coverage of
about 90 percent, beats it.
STV is received in Nai-
robi, Mombasa, Kisumu,
Nak-uru, Eldoret, Nyeri
and Machakos.

Operations of Kenya
Television Network, too,
have been limited to Nai-
robi, Mombasa and
Nakuru by the high costs
of operation. The govern-
ment has said recently that
Nation Television is free
to broadcast to the entire
country but this could
take a while if the eco-
nomic problem is any indication. Television production being expen-
sive, analysts point out that it could be viable with collaboration
among broadcasters, advertisers, production houses, and exporters.
ABN, for instance, collaborates with major US producers in an at-
tempt to operate cost-effectively. Although pundits are quick to
point out that the envisaged media bills are likely to water down any
gains made in the freeing of  airwaves, the channels dealing in enter-
tainment believe they are safe and that their work will not be inter-
fered with. But those in news production are apprehensive.

Independent television, players say, has not taken root in Kenya
and  that no station is making any money. As such, they contend,
players need to go back into the drawing board. “Although commer-
cial tv has offered the viewing public a choice and at times a good
choice, no one is making money,” Clegg-Butt says.

Among the popular international and local ABN programmes on
KBC, according to research, are sitcoms (The Parkers, Cosby, Sub-
urban Bliss, and King of Queens) aired on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, respectively. Friday’s Becker also at-
tracts attention. ABN’s prime time soap, Passions, aired every night
except weekends, is climbing rapidly in the ratings. ABN has intro-
duced four hour-long dramas: Walker Texas Ranger (Thursday),
The Crow (Friday), PSI Factor (Saturday), and Queen of  Swords
(Sunday). Clegg-Butt believes Afro Centric Arts, a local production,
could appeal to the international consumer as it does the local one.
To produce a quality local programme, say a one-half hour cooking
show, costs in the region of US$3000 (Sh240,000 ). It is generally

Cover Story

Journalist covering a function in
Nairobi

Cameraman Kimanthi of Nation
TV

TV Cameraman John Mbaka of
Urtna shooting in Nairobi
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believed the market will sort itself with the competition weeding
out the weaker broadcasters while the stronger ones will bring to
the viewer quality local and international entertainment.  Waruru
of STV says local television production is not difficult but that it
is too expensive. But independent producers accuse television
stations of being apathetic to their production and thus hindering
the growth of commercial television.

They are challenging broadcasters to use their productions in-
stead of buying foreign ones. But a spokesperson of Nation TV
points out that unless the cost of local productions come down,
they will continue relying on imported material. He contends that
Nation gets a 30-minute movie from West Africa at about US$400
(Sh31,200) while producing such a programme locally would cost
used on a one West African video, it is cost- effective to buy
foreign than produce a 30-minute local programme at the cost of
US$2250 (Sh180000). Mike Schragge, East Africa regional direc-
tor of Good News Productions International, argues that televi-
sion stations should extract themselves from production and that
he is ready to accept US$400 for a video he has spent US$1
million on if that can make broadcasters screen his productions for
exposure. A recent audio-visual workshop, which brought to-
gether film-makers, the mass media, donors and government offi-
cials from Burundi, Namibia, Zimbabwe, South Africa, United
States, Kenya and Tanzania to seek the way forward in the devel-
opment of the African audio-visual industry, recommended that
Africans embrace digital technology. Joseph Bitamba of Burundi
said Africans must make quality films to compete on the global
market.

Lamenting the horrendous cost of audio-visual production,
Bitamba said illiteracy, lack of electricity and few film theatres in
most African countries are working against film and video making
as those who produce them are doing it for a few town dwellers
who cannot sustain an industry. He called for co-productions
among Africans in order to make quality audio-visual
products.Timothy Gikunda of KTN noted that taxation on broad-
cast equipment was too high. Jane Murago-Munene, the chair of
the Kenya National Film Association, argues that local television
stations must help in the promotion of Kenyan productions. She
appeals to the government to come up with a cultural policy to
regulate filming and ensure television stations screen a certain
quota of local productions.

 Ben Zulu, Executive Director of the African Script Develop-
ment (Zimbabwe) contends that “audio-visual makers must un-
derstand how television business works instead of making de-
mands blindly. Filmmakers should conduct research on audience
and funding to determine their project’s viability before approaching
stations to work with them.” Cautioning against imitation, Zulu
advises his colleagues to “think locally but act globally” as  “best
films are localised”. Zulu said India, Mexico and Iran are making
excellent films because they localise them. He added that Africans
need cultural confidence for their films to succeed.

“Africans should concentrate on art house films which can be
screened on television as the international commercial market is
dominated by Hollywood,” he said. “Even Europeans can’t com-
pete with Americans when it comes to commercial films. Art
house being works of art and culture, this is the key to our suc-
cess.” Participants concurred that favourable cultural, economic
and social policies are perhaps the most important factors in the
way forward in African audio-visual industry. With the new dig-
ital technologies and favourable economic and cultural policies,
pundits say, Kenya could easily become a major film producing
nation in the ranks of India, Iran and Mexico. Digital technology is
making it easy for people to shoot, direct and  edit films.”Shooting
on video enables the director to see exactly what is being  made
and edits it as he or she goes along,” says Richard Green, executive
producer of M-Net’s New Directions Initiative.

Broadcast News

RTS to soon start a second
channel
By Alé Seck
Senegal has one of the most
dynamic and eclectic audio-
visual environments in
West Africa. If RTS (Radio
Télé-vision du Sénégal) still
stands as the only local TV
broadcaster, more than
twelve radio stations fill the
air around Dakar, the capital-city.

Prior to 1992, the land was almost flat with the radio industry in
Senegal entirely monopolised by the state owned media. “Sud FM”
broke the ice by becoming in July 1994 “the first private radio in
Senegal”. With a mix of old (from the mainstream) and young journal-
ists, adding an innovative zest to information treatment, “Sud FM”
brought sheer professionalism and quickly became the favourite sta-
tion of Senegalese listeners.

The way thus paved, “Dunya FM”, followed in early 1995.Then
“Nostalgie” and  “Walfadjri” emerge in 97 and 98.The latter is now the
undisputed leader in Senegal. It is the station where most people hang
on when the news heats up. Another giant is represented by “Radio
7FM”,a division of Com 7 Group which is a big media arm comprising
of four tabloid newspapers and a top-notch printing outlet.  Needless
to say how success and growth of these private radio stations were
and still are, detrimental to the “Old Lady”, (la Chaine national de
Radio Sénégal),which started broadcasting in the 1950’s, and there-
fore wasthe first radio station in West Africa. Despite several internal
and strategic changes, it still lags far behind its rivals. Media observers
in Senegal tend to think that national TV may well go through a similar
ill-fated experience once private televisions will start to blossom.

Fortunately for Senegal national television, its new boss seems
to know where he is going. A few days after taking office in March
2001,Mr Matar Silla, a former TV-5 Afrique Manager, worked out
a vigorous development plan and made it clear that he is going to
set up a second channel (RTS 2). He boasted of having the human
and technical potential to do so before any one else. While waiting
for RTS 2 launching, RTS 1 transmissions are accessible both
terrestrially and via satellite.

Its programmes integrate a broad presentation of world events mainly
fed by CFI and AITV. “We also receive programmes on an exchange
basis from CIRTEF and URTNA-says Mr Mamadou Baal, RTS Pro-
gram and Artistic Director. “And when it comes to films, telenovas,
american sitcoms, we used to deal with Global Media Distribution
(GMD) a New York based company, but for a while now our provid-
ers have been “Côte Ouest” and “Convergences”, both from Abidjan,
Ivory Coast.”, he adds. “These two companies offer valuable pay-
ment facilities while a “cash and carry” system was prevailing with
GMD. That explains the twist...”

But basically the strong impact of RTS on its audience is due to a
large segment of locally oriented programmes such as talk-shows,
dramas, debates on political, economical or cultural issues. Genres to
which the public is very attracted.

Matter of fact, local content is what differentiates RTS from
Canal+Horizons and Excaf. These two broadcasters have none or
very few programs that reflect Senegalese realities.

Canal+ Horizons programming, set in Paris, is originally aimed and
designed for the French public, while Excaf, a former MMDS Opera-
tor, is now much like a pay-TV Station. For 7000 frs CFA ($11),
subscribers can watch twenty-four-hours a day, among others CNN,
MBC, BBC, Al Jazzeera etc... As a result, Canal and Excaf are mostly
seen in Senegal by privileged categories represented by local elites.

 RTS building
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Broadcast News

ABN and Desert TV bring back Afrikaans
entertainment
On the 15th May 2002, Desert Entertainment Television and African
Broadcast Network (ABN) launched the broadcast of Desert
TV.  For the first time, since independence, Afrikaans entertain-
ment is back on Namibian airwaves, which marks one of the most
significant events in Namibia’s television industry. In addition to
the Afrikaans entertainment programming, the best of international
soaps, comedies and drama series and Deutsche Welle will be avail-
able seven (7) days a week 24 hours a day on Desert TV.    

Viewers can expect to tune into programmes never before seen on
Namibian television with Desert TV and ABN’s primetime viewing
between 18h00 and 23h00 Monday to Sunday. Namibia’s experi-
ence of Desert TV and ABN’s Afrikaans programming include
Vetkoek Palais (Tuesdays 18h00), Orkney Snork Nie (Thursdays
18h00), the SA hit Maak ‘n Las (Saturdays 18h00), the highly
acclaimed nature conservation programme 50/50 (Sunday 19h30),
and amongst other Noot vir Noot (Saturdays 19h30). Other Afrikaans
drama series being broadcast include Vierspel, Voete van Goud,
Woestynblom, Konings and  Meester.  

Desert TV’s partnership with ABN is one of a number of joint
ventures entered into by ABN on the continent.  The pan-African
network has entered into a similar relationship with a number of
national broadcasters across Africa.  The estimated viewership of
ABN programming is now over 250 million across Kenya, Ghana,
Malawi Nigeria, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe, and
more countries due to follow shortly.
Contact: Pam Ellenberger, email:
pam@africanbroadcast.com

Arte, France 2 and France 5 in the
African sky
After France 2 and France 5, the European cultural channel, ARTE,
joined the Francophone bouquet the SAT on the 2 April 2002. The
new channels are broadcast by the local MMDS re-broadcasters of
Mali, Burkina Faso, Djibouti, Niger, Senegal and Togo. These three
channels will be soon be broadcast by other French speaking coun-
tries such as Benin, Congo, Gabon and Guinea.  Arte, France 2 and
France 5 are also accessible to Direct to Home (DTH) subscribers
(satellite NSS 803). These three public channels are from now on
available to the 85.000 African subscribers. This raises the number
of television channels on Le Sat bouquet to twelve: CFI TV, TV5
Africa, RTL9, MCA Africa, Planet, Euronews, Mangas, TIJI, Fes-
tival, Arte, France 2 and France 5.

With the addition of the new channels, Portinvest (subsidiary of
Canal France International) expect to reach 100 000 subscribers by
the end of the year 2002.
Contacts :  Massoba Kone, email : mke@cfi.fr

Namibia: Digitalisation of NBC  / new
services to NBC
According to the Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA), the
Director General of the Namibian Broadcasting Corporation (NBC),
Dr Ben Mulongeni, indicated at a seminar that the entire network of
the broadcaster is to be digitalised in the coming year. The project is
expected to cost about N$20 million (US$ 1,832,173) with all of its
regional offices to be refurbished with the new equipment. In other
developments, the NBC set up a relay station for French and  Eng-
lish news programmes in conjunction with Radio France Interna-
tional (RFI). The Windhoek-Paris FM station went on air in the
beginning of May, with 30% local broadcast content, 65% French
content, and news bulletins. The NBC has a 51% share in the
venture. The NBC received state-of-the-art equipment to broad-
cast all Namibian languages in the capital, Windhoek, as part of the
deal with RFI.

World Cup Football 2002
No other sporting event captures the world’s imagination like the FIFA
World Cup. Ever since the first tentative competition in Uruguay in
1930,FIFA’s flagship has constantly grown in popularity and prestige.
Today, the FIFA World Cup holds the entire global public under its
spell. An accumulated audience of over 37 billion people watched the
France 98 tournament, including approximately 1.3 billion for the final
alone, while over 2.7 million people flocked to watch the 64 matches in
the French stadiums.

TVA Africa secured the sole right to
broadcast the World Cup
Proving that soccer is one of Af-
rica’s main passions, millions of
viewers in 33 African countries,
tuned in to watch the final match
of the Cup of African Nation’s
soccer competition between
Cameroon and Senegal on 10th February 2002. According to TVAfrica,
the pan-African broadcast network which secured the exclusive broad-
cast rights to the competition up till 2008, the premiere soccer show-
case has proved to be the year’s most watched sporting event on the
continent and they expect the World Cup to be an even bigger success.
Through TV Africa’s continuous satellite feed of live and delayed-live
games to its 34 affiliate broadcast partners, and an additional eleven,
Africa’s free-to-air TV stations had the opportunity to screen the 32
matches played between the 26 competing countries.

The network’s Cup of African Nations sponsors included Total,
Coca-Cola, Samsung, Western Union, Castle, Guinness Nestle and
MTN, who all benefited from the competition’s massive following on
the continent. 

In addition to securing the Cup of African Nations broadcast rights
for sub-Saharan Africa, TVAfrica has secured the sole rights to broad-
cast the 2002 Soccer World Cup Finals to sub-Saharan Africa, ensuring
the best coverage of the continent’s five representatives in the global
extravaganza.  In order to broadcast the biggest sporting event of the
year, TVAfrica moved in May into its new Morningside headquarters
in Johannesburg. The launch also coincided with the unveiling of
TVAfrica’s new animated on-screen logo.

The free-to-air television network’s new office is a result of the
USD22.5m cash funding it received from a consortium of investors
earlier this year. USD1.8m alone has been spent on developing the
studios technical capabilities to include; two production studios, six
edit facilities and four final control centres which will allow TVAfrica
to simultaneously broadcast four independent TV channels to its 26
operating Anglo and Francophone African countries.
Contact: Roberta Makhambeni, email:
roberta@fcbredline.co.za

World Cup Fever on DStv
DStv channels  have dedicated some riveting programming to  ensure

viewers don’t miss out on the exciting 2002 FIFA World Cup in Korea/
Japan.

Fans in nearly 50 African countries are able to watch SuperSport’s
coverage. Most matches are shown live during the morning and around
noon on SuperSport 3 on DStv. When two are played at the same time,
one is on SS 3 and the other on SS 2, enabling viewers to select which
one they want to see, or to channel hop between the two.

Full recordings as well as edited highlights packages of every game is
broadcast on the same day.

DStv viewers also have access - on channel 20 - to instant scores,
results and masses of background information on every aspect of the
tournament. All this information, comprehensive match reports and
breaking news are also available on the SuperSport Zone on the Internet.
Contact: Tumelo Kumalo, Media Relations Manager, email:
tkumalo@multichoice.co.za
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Joy TV goes off air
On the 31 May, the Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC)
terminated its agreement with Zimbabwe’s local alternative televi-
sion channel, Joy TV.

The acting chief executive of the ZBC, Ms Jennifer Tanyanyiwa,
said in a statement  “In terms of section 18 of the Broadcasting
Services Act (Chapter 12:06) which prohibits a broadcasting licen-
sor from leasing a licence to any other person, the ZBC is no longer
allowed to lease the channel to Joy TV”.

Ms Tanyanyiwa said Joy TV would have to apply to the Broad-
casting Authority of Zimbabwe for a licence to operate its own
television channel.
Source: The Herald

Ethiopia: Audio-Visual Project
The regional arm of the United Nations in Africa, ECA, based in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, is currently in the process of launching an
Audio-Visual project that aims to promote the broadcast of develop-
ment-based programmes in Africa. The project will involve the de-
velopment of a studio with digital postproduction facility and inter-
view set up at ECA HQ in Addis Ababa for use by the Commission
as well as visiting journalists from across the continent. They plan
to fully launch the project by end of this year. ECA’s Audio-Visual
Project involves entering into partnerships with broadcasters
in order to provide the African audience with more interesting and
relevant development-based content.
Contact:  Martha Mogus, email: mmogus@uneca.org

African countries to benefit from new met
office weather forecasting innovation
African communities from Benin, Burkina Faso, Congo, Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC), Lesotho, Rwanda, Sudan, Swaziland
and Togo now have better access to weather forecasts as a result of
new affordable weather forecasting and broadcasting equipment de-
veloped by the Met Office. This will help prevent African commu-
nities from losing vital crops each year because they don’t have
access to a simple weather forecast.

The introduction of the new equipment from the Met Office will
enable African communities to plan the best time to plant and har-
vest their crops.  Having access to a weather forecast means that
they can avoid heavy rain, which may wash away seedlings, or heavy
winds that may damage a valuable crop just before harvesting.  The
benefits of being able to plan ahead mean that communities have a
better chance of providing sufficient food for their families and being
able to sell more produce.

A local meteorologist will use the new equipment to prepare a
simple OpowerPoint’weather forecast presentation.  The presenta-
tion itself can be as simple as a map with static graphics representing
clouds, rain and sunshine or it can be more sophisticated with
animations (for example flashing lightning).  The meteorologist then
records a voice over commentary in the local language and gives the
presentation to a local broadcasting studio for transmission on tel-
evision.  Although not everyone is fortunate to have access to a
television in their own home in Africa, the majority of rural areas
have a bar where the community will congregate to watch the daily
weather broadcast.
Contact: Prowse & Co Ltd: Katy Keenan/Vicki Fletcher,
email: katy@prowse.co.uk or vicki@prowse.co.uk

Breakingviews available on Reuters
London - Reuters, the global information, news and technology
group, announced on the 5 March that breakingviews, Europe’s
leading financial commentary service, is now available via its serv-
ices including the flagship desktop product Reuters 3000 Xtra.
Breakingviews provides award-winning analysis on breaking fi-
nancial stories across Europe. Its hallmark is concise, punchy,
financially-sophisticated commentary. In April 2001 it became

the first online publication to win the prestigious Business Jour-
nal of the Year award from the Harold Wincott foundation. A free
trial of the breakingviews service was available to Reuters cus-
tomers until 12 April 2002. Customers can access it via their
Reuters service by entering the breakingviews code, BVW, and
hitting the news key. 

Paul Hansford, Head of Premium Desktop, Reuters: “ breakingviews
award winning analysis and commentary is an invaluable service for
anyone watching and involved in the financial markets. We are de-
lighted to be able to offer the service to our customers. By combining
specialist data services with Reuters leading news and information in
this way, Reuters 3000 Xtra provides financial professionals with
high quality market information all within a single service.”
Contact: Susan Allsopp, email: susan.allsopp@reuters.com,
www.about.reuters.com

People power persuades ICASA
The latest local content regulations from the Independent Commu-
nications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) are a testament to
the demand by the audiences for local content.

So comments the CEO of the National Film and Video Founda-
tion (NFVF) Eddie Mbalo, who adds: “While I have no reserva-
tions to the regulations, they open up numerous challenges to the
industry.  These regulations will only be of substantial benefit if
the private sector also comes to the table.”

The document, issued last Friday, states, “All television broad-
casters agreed that quality South African production was some-
thing their viewers wanted.” It also pointed that increasing the
quotas (by as much as 15% for drama) would not be difficult as
“despite anxieties at the time of introducing South African content
requirements, South African broadcasters have overwhelmingly
exceeded their quotas.”

Mbalo points out that the regulations are based on the revenue
status of broadcasters last year, and that 2002 is expected to see a
decline in advertising revenue.  “This will in turn affect the amount
of money the broadcasters can afford to invest in local content.
The chances are they will have to buy the increased number of
hours for much less money.”

This, he says, means that producers have to come to the table
with innovative business plans that open up new income streams
and so invite the participation of third party investors. “There are
already examples of format licensing with “Noot vir Noot”, cross-
marketing and income streams with “Big Brother” and numerous
examples of product placement and integration.”

In addition, Mbalo says the document raises exciting challenges:
- The “format incentives” for drama will do much to encourage

the production of quality dramas and films and remove the “reign
of the soapies”,

- Empowerment comes up strongly with incentives for African
language, empowerment Production Company and provincial in-
centives. “However, the aspirant and emerging producers must rise
to the occasion and the established producers have to accept the
responsibility for skills transfer.”

- The move to establish a forum to negotiate terms of trade and
chaired by an ICASA official is further pressure on the private
sector to organise so that the broadcasters do not face a barrage of
disparate views at the negotiating table.

Mbalo says the NFVF will follow through to help meet the
challenges by supporting the moves to establish a federation of
professional societies and to encourage training in the business of
production and SMME development.

“All these needs were uncovered last year at Indaba 2001, and
are already on the agenda,” he says.
Contact: Jackie Motsepe, National Film and Video
Foundation, email: info@nfvf.co.za
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Highlights on MultiChoice
MCA launches Interactive television
MultiChoice Africa (MCA) launched its new and full return path
based Interactive television (iTV) in March. The launch, which com-
menced during the first week in March, will be undertaken in a phased
approach. MCA’s iTV is launching with TV-Mail, TV-Shopping and
DStv Guide as new innovative services.

According to MultiChoice Africa CEO Nolo Letele, “Interactive
television, which is an integral part of our digital satellite broadcasting
business, heralds a new era in broadcasting.”“Viewers will for the first
time truly interact with their television sets by e-mailing to friends
and transacting on the platform as they shop in the convenience of
their living room.

Interactive television offers return path services, like sending friends
an electronic mail or shopping through the television”. The return
path in MultiChoice Africa’s Interactive offering is a standard fixed
telephone line connected to the DStv decoder.

iTV  is launching the 720i decoder, the first decoder that has been
tested and qualified to operate Interactive services. A purpose-built
DStv Modem provides the connection between the subscriber’s phone
line and their decoder. An optional DStv Keyboard, with infrared
capabilities, makes typing e-mail messages more comfortable. Alter-
natively, the decoder remote control can be used to input information
through the onscreen keyboard.

MultiChoice’s Interactive services will launch under the following
new channels: DStv Guide (channel 1+ 100), TV-Mail (channel 73),
TV-Shopping (channel 74).

As the largest satellite pay-TV operator in Africa, MultiChoice
Africa is a technological pioneer in the broadcasting industry, with
more than 780 000 subscribers across the continent.

MCA and Discovery Channel
MCA, has extended its carriage deal with Discovery Channel, the
provider of reality based entertainment for inquiring minds, for an-
other six years. Discovery Channel will be available across the three
MultiChoice satellite platforms (two Ku band and one C band).  The
combined coverage covers almost 50 countries on the African conti-
nent and adjacent Indian Ocean Islands.

MultiChoice in Sub-Sahara Africa has a social investment partner-
ship with the Discovery Channel Global Education Fund (DCGEF)
entered into in 2001.  The DCGEF programme is dedicated to reach-
ing across the global information divide with the tools and training
necessary to extend the power of technology and information to the
world’s most under-resourced populations.  The programme is cur-
rently active in schools in rural areas in Uganda, Tanzania and Zimba-
bwe. This partnership has enabled DCGEF to not only bring the
benefits of TV and VCR to under-resourced communities, but also to
extend the educational benefits of satellite technology.  The response
and impact has been tremendous, encouraging DGCEF and
MultiChoice Africa to continue to plan further developments of the
partnership in other countries in Africa including Botswana and Na-
mibia.

MCA and RAI International
MultiChoice Africa has renewed its agreement with Italy’s public
broadcaster to carry the RAI International television channel on its
DStv bouquet. The agreement was also expanded to include the car-
riage of RAI Satelradio, a RAI International radio channel dedicated to
Italians abroad.

The signing of the agreement on 15 March 2002 in Johannesburg
coincided with the official state visit of the Italian president Carlo
Azeglio Ciampi to South Africa – the first ever official visit to South
Africa by an Italian head of state.

The agreement will offer better distribution of RAI programmes —
which are also available in the U.S.A. and Asia — throughout South
Africa and Sub-Saharan African countries.  DStv subscribers will re-

ceive RAI International especially produced for local audiences and
broadcast in more convenient local time zones. In the future, broad-
casting to sub-Saharan African countries will also increase from 12
hours to 24 hours.

New channel on the DStv bouquet
MultiChoice Africa launched a new 24-hour Christian channel on 1
May 2002. The channel, known as the Trinity Broadcasting Net-
work (TBN), is located at channel number 103 on the DStv bouquet.

The decision to launch TBN was taken after extensive market
research and analysis had indicated the existence of a substantial
demand for a broad-based Christian channel.

TBN is a multi-denominational religious channel, featuring church
orientated programs 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Programming
will include Gospel concerts, health and fitness programs, informa-
tive talk shows, positive programs for children, promoting good mor-
als and dynamic worship services from America’s premier churches.

Whilst the TBN is carring predominantly international content,
there are several hours per week of South African content.

Currently, DStv caters to the Christian community through the
Rhema channel, which is broadcast for eight hours every Sunday. The
addition of TBN does not affect the broadcast of the Rhema channel
on Sundays.
Contact: Kumalo, email: tkumalo@multichoice.co.za

TVAfrica set to launch interactive TV
learning programmes
TV Africa (TVA) is set to launch an innovative daily interactive
educational programme, which will bring a new dimension to dis-
tant learning. Called The Learning Channel, it will be presented as
part of K Club - TVAfrica’s children’s’ section. Presenter William
Smith will be answering questions live on air from children in their
classrooms as they phone in. Countries, which will participate in
the phone-in this year, are Uganda, Malawi, Tanzania, Rwanda
and Botswana.

The initial broadcast will be aimed at Tanzania (as part of
TVAfrica’s East feed) and Botswana (Southern feed). The pro-
gramme, which will focus on a different country each month, will
embrace 13 schools in each territory, selected by the Educational
Authority in each country.

All the school needs to have to join in the action is a phone line,
a TV and to be within the transmission area of TVA. In Tanzania,
a commercial company has agreed to sponsor the telephones and
the TV sets to enable local schoolchildren to take part.

Subjects will include Biology on Monday; Science on Tuesday
and Wednesday, Maths on Thursday and English on Friday. The
Learning Channel currently consists of curricular specific educa-
tional programmes in Maths, English Language, Biology, Physics
and Chemistry.

TVAfrica in Lesotho
With the aim to improve Lesotho Television service, the Ministry
of Communications has signed an agreement with TV Africa so as
to enable extended television broadcasting in Lesotho.

This takes place after the end of the long lasting relationship
between Lesotho Television and Multichoice, which saw the trans-
fer of terrestrial transmitter network to Lesotho Television. The
plan is to relocate the transmitter so that the Lesotho Television
coverage is improved to reach a larger proportion of the popula-
tion. It is also the intention of Lesotho Television to expand the
local programming within the existing programming.

This extended programming came at the opportune time when
Lesotho was preparing for general elections held in May this year.

The public was  able to watch the electioneering process on
Lesotho Television.
Contact: Roberta Makhambeni, roberta@fcbredline.co.za
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The African Charter on Broadcasting

Legislation

The SADC was the birthplace of the Windhoek Declaration on Promoting an Independent and Pluralistic African Press in 1991. Since its
adoption there have been significant gains in media freedom in Africa and the media has begun to take up its role as a cornerstone
of democracy and source of balanced information for citizens. The Declaration has served as a beacon that highlights the extent to which
governments throughout the world honour their commitments towards upholding and promoting media freedom, independence and diversity.
However, the Windhoek Declaration focussed on promoting independent print media, and was silent on issues such as broadcasting
liberalisation and the globalisation of the communications industry which have increasingly come into play in the last decade. Globalisation
and liberalisation have serious social and economic  implications for media freedom and development, not least because  they threaten to
jeopardise the ability of Africans to produce media  that is both relevant to audiences throughout Africa, and reflects  the continent’s rich
cultural diversity. Media practitioners and freedom of expression advocates from  throughout Africa sought to address these concerns at the
UNESCO-supported conference called to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the Windhoek Declaration in Namibia in May 2001. The
conference responded by adopting the African Charter on Broadcasting, which  serves as a modern blueprint for policies and laws determin-
ing the  future of broadcasting and information technology in Africa.

 The Charter was launched as an official activity of the Africa Commission Human and People’s Rights meeting held in Pretoria  in May
2002. The launch was a dinner event held on World Press Freedom Day, May 3rd, the eleventh anniversary of the penning of the Windhoek
Declaration.  The Charter will be presented as an African policy platform at the United Nations World Summit on the Information Society
to be held in  Geneva in December 2003. In the lead up the Charter will be  strengthened through an advocacy process that will strengthen
ownership of the Charter  by African media organisations and  practitioners. This process is being spearheaded by four SADC based media
advocacy organisations.

The African Charter on Broadcasting
Acknowledging the enduring relevance and importance of the Windhoek Declaration to the protection and promotion of freedom of

expression and of the media;
Noting that freedom of expression includes the right to communicate and access to means of communication;
Mindful of the fact that the Windhoek Declaration focuses on the print media and recalling Paragraph 17 of the Windhoek Declaration,

which recommended that a similar seminar be convened to address the need for independence and pluralism in radio and television broadcast-
ing;

Recognising that the political, economic and technological environment in which the Windhoek Declaration was adopted has changed
significantly and that there is a need to complement and expand upon the original Declaration;

Aware of the existence of serious barriers to free, independent and pluralistic broadcasting and to the right to communicate through
broadcasting in Africa;

Cognisant of the fact that for the vast majority of the peoples of Africa, the broadcast media remains the main source of public communi-
cation and information;

Recalling the fact that the frequency spectrum is a public resource which must be managed in the public interest;
We the Participants of Windhoek + 10 Declare that:

Part I : General regulatory issues
1. The legal framework for broadcasting should include a clear statement of the principles underpinning broadcast regulation, including
promoting respect for freedom of expression, diversity, and the free flow of information and ideas, as well as a three-tier system for
broadcasting: public service, commercial and community.
2. All formal powers in the areas of broadcast and telecommunications regulation should be exercised by public authorities which are
protected against interference, particularly of a political or economic nature, by, among other things, an appointments process for members
which is open, transparent, involves the participation of civil society, and is not controlled by any particular political party.
3. Decision-making processes about the overall allocation of the frequency spectrum should be open and participatory, and ensure that a fair
proportion of the spectrum is allocated to broadcasting use.
4. The frequencies allocated to broadcasting should be shared equitably among the three tiers of broadcasting.
5. Licensing processes for the allocation of specific frequencies to individual broadcasters should be fair and transparent, and based on clear
criteria which include promoting media diversity in ownership and content.
6. Broadcasters should be required to promote and develop local content, which should be defined to include African content, including
through the introduction of minimum quotas.
7. States should promote an economic environment that facilitates the development of independent production and diversity in broadcasting.
8. The development of appropriate technology for the reception of broadcasting signals should be promoted.

Part II : Public service broadcasting
1. All State and government controlled broadcasters should be transformed into public service broadcasters, that are accountable to all strata
of the people as represented by an independent board, and that serve the overall public interest, avoiding one-sided reporting and program-
ming in regard to religion, political belief, culture, race and gender.
2. Public service broadcasters should, like broadcasting and telecommunications regulators, be governed by bodies which are protected
against interference.
3. The public service mandate of public service broadcasters should clearly defined.
4. The editorial independence of public service broadcasters should be guaranteed.
5. Public service broadcasters should be adequately funded in a manner that protects them from arbitrary interference with their budgets.
6. Without detracting from editorial control over news and current affairs content and in order to promote the development of independent
productions and to enhance diversity in programming, public service broadcasters should be required to broadcast minimum quotas of
material by independent producers.
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7. The transmission infrastructure used by public service
broadcasters should be made accessible to all broadcasters
under reasonable and non-discriminatory terms.

Part III : Community broadcasting
1. Community broadcasting is broadcasting which is for,
by and about the community, whose ownership and man-
agement is representative of the community, which pur-
sues a social development agenda, and which is non-profit-
making
2. There should be a clear recognition, including by the
international community, of the difference between decen-
tralised public broadcasting and community broadcasting.
3. The right of community broadcasters to have access to
the Internet, for the benefit of their respective communi-
ties, should be promoted.

Part IV : Telecommunications and
convergence
1. The right to communicate includes access to telephones,
email, Internet and other telecommunications systems, in-
cluding through the promotion of community-controlled
information communication technology centres.
2. Telecommunications law and policy should promote the
goal of universal service and access, including through ac-
cess clauses in privatisation and liberalisation processes,
and proactive measures by the State.
3. The international community and African governments
should mobilise resources for funding research to keep
abreast of the rapidly changing media and technology land-
scape in Africa.
4. African governments should promote the development
of online media and African content, including through the
formulation of non-restrictive policies on new information
and communications technologies.
5. Training of media practitioners in electronic communica-
tion, research and publishing skills needs to be supported
and expanded, in order to promote access to, and dissemi-
nation of, global information.

Part V : Implementation
1. UNESCO should distribute the African Charter on Broad-
casting 2001 as broadly as possible, including to
stakeholders and the general public, both in Africa and
worldwide.
2. Media organizations and civil society in Africa are en-
couraged to use the Charter as a lobbying tool and as their
starting point in the development of national and regional
broadcasting policies. To this end media organisations and
civil society are encouraged to initiate public awareness
campaigns, to form coalitions on broadcasting reform, to
formulate broadcasting policies, to develop specific mod-
els for regulatory bodies and public service broadcasting,
and to lobby relevant official actors.
3. All debates about broadcasting should take into account
the needs of the commercial broadcasting sector.
4. UNESCO should undertake an audit of the Charter every
five years, given the pace of development in the broadcast-
ing field.
5. UNESCO should raise with member governments the
importance of broadcast productions being given special
status and recognised as cultural goods under the World
Trade Organization rules.
6. UNESCO should take measures to promote the inclu-
sion of the theme of media, communications and develop-
ment in an appropriate manner during the UN Summit on
the Information Society in 2003.

New Skies’ NSS-7 Atlantic Ocean region
satellite successfully launched into orbit
New Skies Satellites N.V. (AEX, NYSE: NSK), the global satellite communica-
tions company, successfully launched its first new satellite, NSS-7, on the 17
April from the European spaceport in Kourou, French Guiana.

NSS-7 will be positioned at 338.5 degrees East longitude over the Atlantic
Ocean and will offer enhanced coverage of the Americas, Europe and Africa.
Upon its service commencement, the satellite will replace NSS-K and free
NSS-803 to be re-positioned over the Pacific Ocean at 183 degrees East. Upon
reaching its new orbital location, NSS-803 will provide more robust capacity
for services throughout the Asia-Pacific region as well as trans-oceanic con-
nectivity to the United States.

NSS-7 was built by Lockheed Martin Commercial Space System and de-
signed using the A2100AX platform. The satellite boasts a communications
payload consisting of nearly 3,500 MHz of capacity. The bandwidth is spread
over 36 C-band and 36 Ku-band transponders in 11 high-powered coverage
beams, which are focused on key developed and emerging markets throughout
the Americas, Europe, Africa and the Middle East. The extensive switching
capability between beams and between frequency bands offers enhanced con-
nectivity between regions and makes it possible to tailor capacity to match
current and evolving Internet and video traffic patterns in the Atlantic Ocean
Region. NSS-7’s high downlink power levels also will enable the use of smaller,
more efficient receive systems for the delivery of Internet and data services.
Contact: Elizabeth Hess, ehess@newskies.com, www.newskies.com

Intelsat 904 launch successful
Intelsat announced on the 23 February that at 1:59 a.m. EST the Intelsat 904
communications satellite was successfully launched aboard an Ariane 44L
launch vehicle.  The satellite is expected to be operational at the beginning of
the second quarter of this year. The Intelsat 904 launch is the third in an
aggressive campaign that is expected to increase total customer capacity by up
to 34% by mid-2003.  The 904 satellite will be deployed at 60ºE over the
Indian Ocean region and will offer Internet, broadcast, telephony and corpo-
rate network solutions to customers on its 76 C-band and 22 Ku-band trans-
ponders (measured in 36 MHz equivalent units).  The satellite will provide
high power Ku-band spot beam coverage for Europe and the Middle East and
additional C-band capacity to customers in Europe, the Middle East, Africa
and Asia. The Intelsat 604 currently holds the 60ºE orbital slot, but will be
moved to occupy one of Intelsat’s new roles at 157ºE, expanding service to
customers in the Pacific Ocean region. The next launch of an Intelsat IX series
satellite will use a Proton K/Block DM launch vehicle from Russia.  The
launch site will be the Baikonur Cosmodrome.
Contact: Jodi Evans, Jodi.evans@intelsat.com, www.intelsat.com

Stellat chosen to distribute VSAT services in
Kenya
The Stellat 5 satellite has been chosen by Gilat Alldean (Africa) to distribute
its NyotaSat Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) service to businesses
throughout Kenya. Gilat Alldean, only the second entity licensed to provide
VSAT telecommunications in Kenya, has signed a life-time lease covering one
of Stellat 5’s 10 C-band  transponders.
The NyotaSat system will allow businesses in Kenya to remain connected
with all of their sites, no matter how remote, 24-hours a day, 7 days a week,
providing top-quality telecommunications. It is made up of three main compo-
nents: the Master Earth Station (or HUB) in Nairobi; the VSAT remote earth
station located at the customer’s premises; and the Stellat 5 satellite.

Gilat Alldean (Kenya) is a company incorporated in Kenya to provide
nation-wide VSAT services to enterprises of all descriptions. It receives full
technical support and advice from Gilat Satellite Networks, the world’s lead-
ing supplier of VSAT technology with a majority share of the world VSAT
market. Stellat is a joint venture created by France Telecom (70%) and
Europe*Star (30%) to develop, operate and commercialize the next-generation
Stellat 5 satellite at the 5°W orbital position. Launch and placement of the
satellite in orbit is set for this June, with an Operational Service date of Au-
gust. 2002. Contact: Laure Ragueneau, email : laure.ragueneau@stellat.com

Satellite News
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TransMedia acquires stake
in SkyNet
According to the Zimbabwean local news
paper,The Independent, (11 April 2002),
Transmedia (Pvt) Ltd, which is a Zimbabwean
signal carrying company, has taken up a mi-
nority shareholding in SkyNet Holdings (Pvt)
Ltd, which holds the Zimbabwean franchise
for satellite broadcaster MultiChoice Africa.

As a result of this development, the Zimba-
bwe Broadcasting Corporation’s TV 1 chan-
nel is to be featured on the bouquet of chan-
nels broadcast throughout Africa by the DStv
network and the required local licensing of
Multi-Choice Zimbabwe has been carried out
to allow it to operate in the country within the
framework of recently-introduced legislation
regarding broadcasting services.

Peter van Deventer, chief executive of
SkyNet, said an agreement had been signed
between the two parties and would have a
number of benefits for television viewers in
Zimbabwe, as well as the broadcasters in-
volved.

TransMedia is a privately registered com-
pany that operates as a signal carrier for broad-
casters, while SkyNet is the holding company
of MultiChoice Zimbabwe, which represents
MultiChoice Africa in the Zimbabwean mar-
ket.

MultiChoice Africa and its franchisees in
various African countries have close working
relationships with national broadcasters in
most of the territories in which it operates and
a similar facility for inclusion of national broad-
cast channels on DStv bouquets exists for coun-
tries such as Namibia.
Source: The Independent

EuroNews signs with the
Egyptian satellite Nilesat
EuroNews, the pan-European news channel
consolidates its direct to home distribution in
Middle East and North Africa. In fact,
EuroNews and Nilesat have concluded an agree-
ment for digital, free to air satellite distribu-
tion of the European news channel on Nilesat
101. Nilesat 101, 7° West, provides full cover-
age on the Arab and Middle Eastern countries.
Launched in June 1998, Nilesat offers more
than 150 TV and 35 audio channels including a
wide variety of Egyptian, Arabic and interna-
tional channels.

The French and the English versions of
EuroNews are now available to more than
500,000 homes equipped with a digital receiver.

Nilesat co. is a private investment company,
established since July 1996. The Egyptian sat-
ellite company Nilesat now operates two sat-
ellites (Nilesat 101 and Nilesat 102). Nilesat
main owner is the Egyptian Radio and Televi-
sion (ERTU).
Contact: Lydie Bonvallet, email:
bonvallet@euronews.net,
www.euronews.net

Recent African projects serviced by
NewSkies
GS Telecom rolls out MTN’S GSM network in Nigeria
GS Telecom offers one-stop shop solutions including provision of equipment, licensing,
installation, operation and maintenance of networks across the African continen, says
Adeyinka Adedayo, General Manager, Networks, at Lagos based GS Telecom, an African
wireless and satellite systems supplier. In addition to banking and oil customers, current
users of GS Telecom’s satellite services include mobile operator MTN Nigeria, which is
currently rolling out a reliable world-class GSM network using New Skies space segment.
The company has also recently commissioned a three-site network in Sierra Leone for
Rokel Commercial Bank. To provide its customers with voice, data and IP traffic, GS
Telecom uses space segment from NSS-703 and NSS-803 on both A and B polarities, as
well as taking advantage of NewSkies’ digital video broadcast (DVB) services. “ New
Skies has become an important provider for us because of its considerable Indian Ocean
Region and African satellite footprint,” says Varinder Dhaliwal, business analyst.
“This extensive African coverage, coupled with attractive pricing of services, flexible
negotiations and co-operative technical staff, has given GS Telecom a valuable business
oriented partner in New Skies.” GS Telecom is now planning the deployment of Ku-band
services. “The technical support and negotiable service pricing provided by NewSkies
give us the flexibility to introduce Ku-band efficiently,” says Adeoye Afolayan, design
engineer.
COMET’s virtual ISP service takes off
Thousands of African bank employees now have Internet access thanks to a Virtual ISP
(VISP) service, launched on the NewSkies IPsys® platform, by Comet Technology, a UK
based IT company that distributes computer hardware and software throughout Africa.
Together with subsidiaries SimbaTech and SimbaNet, which is one of the largest ISPs in
Tanzania, Comet Technology focuses on systems integration for the financial and insur-
ance sectors, as well as on IP networks. “While Comet acts as the London hub, SimbaNet
provides the country licence, installation, support and after sales, with SimbaTech pro-
viding the systems integration,” explains Sanjeev Jatania, director of Comet.

Having initially launched its Virtual ISP service in Kenya, Tanzania and Nigeria, Comet
now plans to build on its successful partnership with NewSkies to expand the VISP
concept throughout the entire continent. “With NewSkies, we get a complete end-to-end
solution from a single source and can ensure that our ISP subsidiaries get a high quality
service,” said Sanjeev, who says Comet chose NewSkies because its feature to price ratio
was ‘very high’. “At Comet, we prefer to work with companies who have a business
partner approach rather than a supplier customer relationship, so NewSkies is ideal in this
respect.  We also like the fact NewSkies is a stable company, with a problem solving, ‘win,
win’ approach,” adds Sanjeev.
Surfing in Mozambique
When Virtual Connection was given the go-ahead by USAID in July 2002 to provide
Internet and email services in Mozambique, it created a new company specifically for that
purpose.  That company was DataConn, an Internet service provider that today uses
New Skies IPsys® platform on NSS-803 for its backbone connectivity.   Today, DataConn
is an extremely active Internet service provider that is committed to supplying the best
Internet solutions to its clients. It also provides web hosting, offering dedicated high-
speed connections, design and marketing under a single roof. It already provides people in
Beira and Nampula with direct and quick Internet access, and plans to start services in
Quelimane shortly.  Later, DataConn plans to expand its service to ten more cities in
Mozambique. ”We use New Skies because of the quality and reliability of its services,”
said Jose Pallavicini, General Manager at DataConn.  “We also like the people, who are
always happy to discuss problems with us and very patient when things don’t go accord-
ing to plan!” In the long term, DataConn intends migrating to New Skies’ NSS-7 satellite.
“It’s in the optimum position for us,” said Jose.
Orbicom using New Skies for C-band
 A dominant player in the African market, Orbicom provides high quality television signal
distribution services for customers such as Multichoice, Africa’s premier pay TV plat-
form. Based in Randburg, South Africa, Orbicom was the first signal distributor in Africa
and second outside of the USA to launch digital broadcasting in the MPEG2 DVB format.
Today, the company backhauls video and audio feeds from the UK and USA into its hub
in Randburg.  Orbicom uses the NSS-703 West C-band Hemi Beam to provide coverage
over Africa for its television re-broadcast customers, and says it chose NewSkies because
of its orbital location, coverage, pricing, and technical competence, says Zubair Munshi,
Satellite Operations Manager of Orbicom.
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Soldiers of the Rock
How a South African Film School became a player
By Athos Kyriakides

The seed
Soldiers Of The Rock was born out of a 5 year business plan put
together by Garth Holmes, Deon Opperman, and Bata Passchier (of
AFDA) to make 2 feature films a year at the South African School of
Motion Picture Medium and Live Performance. They realised that
this was a way of initiating a revival within the South African Film
industry, to make high quality mainstream feature films. The first
project of this initiative turned out to be Soldiers Of The Rock.
Garth Holmes had read a front-page article in the Star Newspaper
about a group of black miners who had been trapped under the Rain-
bow Mine for four days, and had eventually emerged alive. He thought
it would make a great film and pitched it to M-NET. Garth recalls the
meeting, “We told them we wanted to make a film about Mine culture
from a black perspective with Norman Maake as the director”. M-
NET loved the idea, particularly after having worked with Norman
on a 33-minute short film called Home Sweet Home. They came in on
17% of the film, while SASANI took 32% for processing, develop-
ment and print, AFDA owned the remaining 51%.

Production
Norman Maake, the film’s director, remembers how he envisioned
the film, “It always struck me as a liberation story about black min-
ers finding the courage to take that vital step toward independence
by opening up their own mine. It is a tale about the triumph of the
human spirit; about the people who built Johannesburg and made it
what it is today – the Soldiers of the Rock so to speak ”. With a
shoestring budget of R500 000 (US$50,300) and a popular local cast
who all worked for scale, Norman embarked on an arduous 14-week
shoot. Garth, who acted as Executive Producer on the film, recollects
how they broke all the rules of low-budget filmmaking, working long
hours to achieve the realism that the story demanded, “Everyone
says you should just have two characters, set it in one house, and let
it take place over one night. We had an ensemble cast of 15 charac-
ters, complex special effects, and set it in 7 different parts of the
mine. We built the mine on the school lot, using an abstraction tech-
nique to suggest texture and colour. We were forced to improvise all
the way through production”. Many of the students at the school
chipped in to help make the film, including Cinematographer, Natalie
Haarhof, and Sound Designer, Marc Echstein. Vuyo Dabula, who
plays the lead, hot Kwaito act Lebo Mathosa, Glen Gabela, and
Sibusiso Mhlangu rounded out the cast.

The Rotterdam Film Festival
On the advise of consultant Arian Kagonaff, Garth approached the

Hubert Bals Fund in the Netherlands
for support. They were so enthusias-
tic about the dailies that Soldiers Of
The Rock was chosen into the Co-
Production market at this year’s Rot-
terdam Film Festival. It was a real feat
for AFDA who had never before, had
a film showcased at such a prestig-
ious festival. The International Film
Community’s response was enthusi-
astic, and there were positive signs
that the film would receive notable Eu-
ropean theatrical distribution.

Post production
If Soldiers Of The Rock has hit some

stumbling blocks, it has been in post-production. Several editors
from the school have taken a stab at cutting the film without success.
“They haven’t had experience cutting a feature film before. They
seemed to take a very linear approach to editing the film using the
script as a clear guideline. This has proved futile because new ele-
ments of the story were discovered in the making of the film. Incon-
sistencies crept up that had to be dealt with”, comments Garth. Bata
Passchier, BI’s screenwriter, has now taken the reigns in the editing
room. Garth reasons, “He’s the best person to cut it, because he
wrote the original screenplay. It’s all in his head. He can visualize the
whole film”.

Distribution
The producers have been consulting with Sean Glassen, formerly of
the New Zealand Film Commission, on a distribution strategy for the
film. They aim to sell first and foremost to European and North
American distributors, and then target exhibitors in Africa. Norman
Maake thinks the film has great commercial prospects particularly in
South Africa, “Traditionally mining movies have been successful in
this country. With the action sequences and complex characters that
we bring to the table, I have no doubt that local audiences will enjoy
and relate to the story”.

Other projects in the works
The South African School of Motion Picture Medium and Live Per-
formance now has four hundred students in its ranks, with 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th years all making several shorts, experimental films, and music
videos. The School also has 2 x 13 part series in the works with M-
NET, and is planning to expand its operations to Cape Town at the
beginning of next year. With the South African Film Industry still in
a state of disarray, it’s good to know that the development of young
film aspirants could yet be its savior.

Interested?
Subscribe !!!

Tel: +263 4 726795;  Fax: +263 4 726796
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Documentary on Zimbabwe crisis
My Land, My Life
By Andrew Worsdale
 38 year old filmmaker Rehad Desai was born in Cape Town but moved with his
family to London at the age of three, finally returning to Southern Africa to do a
history degree at the University of Zimbabwe in 1984. Three years later he
completed a Masters Degree in Social History at Wits University. But he’s no
boring socio-political agitator, he’s focused his energies on filmmaking and was
producer on the riveting Steps for the Future documentary A Miners Tale,
Director and Co-Producer of Carlos Cardoso-An Independent Spirit and associ-
ate producer on Nick Hofmeyr’s acclaimed feature length doccie Main Reef
Road.

 “I went with higher education because I wanted to change the world not
because I am particularly bent that way; but I found it far too passive,” Desai
says, “I learnt to loathe those pompous idiots in the dusty corridors of knowl-
edge as I have learnt to loathe those self-righteous lefties who believe they have
tall the answers. We have to constantly train ourselves to listen and work beside,
and, with people rather than over and above them. Many political films lack
ambiguity, dealing with issues over and above humans. But good political
filmmaking can work extremely well with dramatic structure and I try to do that,
anchoring people in their reality and helping them ask questions about their
environment - for me that’s the meeting point between activism and filmmaking.”

 Desai has reached his biggest challenge with the documentary My Land, My
Life that he is currently putting the finishing touches to. It’s a challenging and
evocative look at the Zimbabwean political crisis - specifically focusing on the
land issue. The real-life “characters” range from Mike Rose and his wife Fred,
both 4th generation Zimbabweans, whose farm is occupied and all commercial
food production halted, to Big Boy Musa an articulate farmworker who believes
that the current land occupations are all about politics and not about land, and
then there’s Onias “Peace” Khilewane head of information and security for the
War Veterans Association and founder of a commune on an occupied farm 40kms
South of Harare.

Khilewane tells us he cannot be a ‘war veteran’ as the war is not over, he will
fight for the complete liberation of his country and will not rest until the revolu-
tion is complete. More importantly, though, there’s Desai who’s an active par-
ticipant in the film as he charts both his new understandings, contradictions and
fears about the country as well as giving the viewer an insight into the troubles
faced filming there over a 4month period.

 I watched an almost final cut of the film and found it didn’t shy away from
showing all the ambiguities that underlie a socio-political crisis without being
preachy. Desai shows all points of view with equal empathy leaving the viewer
to make up their own mind about a situation that’s devastating everyone albeit in
different ways. As for finding people, he headed for Marondera - 100 kms from
Harare - since invasions made anywhere a no go area once you passed the town.
“I hung around a restaurant in a complex called Farm-a-Rama, chatting and
sometimes filming farmers and their wives on digital 8, saying it was research.” 
Eventually he found Fred Rose and visited her and husband Mick at their farm,
“I was completely honest about where I come from politically, but by the time
I arrived back in February and had got permission from govt. - they were a bit
wary because they had checked me out. I was at university in Zim. and close
politically to a number of guys who are MDC MPs now,” says Desai, “Mick
tried to convince Fred to stop - and it was only by pitching up unannounced did
I get my second and last interview with Mick, by the end he began to trust me.”

 With Big Boy Musa, the farmworker, there were other problems, “He wanted
to pull out after being threatened after our second interview. We made arrange-
ments to see him somewhere safe, the communal lands, but then he got into
trouble for bringing us on without permission - we had to ride through two illegal
roadblocks - and lost a couple of car windows in the process. Again he wanted to
pull out but with the farmer’s assistance we managed to get him into town and he
stayed with me and after a couple of nights we managed to bond” The war vet
Onias “Peace” Khilewane is an information officer used to dealing with media.
Desai recalls, “He clearly distrusted me - but was flattered that I wanted to make

Khilewane interview

a doccy where he was a main character.” 
 Filming such a charged situation especially with for-

eign journalists under state duress proved daunting. “My
initial fear was getting caught without permission - then
getting charged with permission - then getting caught up
by local war vets - or the militia - whom I realised quite
quickly were out of control,” Desai says, “My first con-
cern was for my characters - Biggy and the Roses - and
then about my crew and whether we would finish the film
without physical harm. I was concerned about losing my
soundman and cameraman who I felt might not be able to
take working under such pyschologically adverse condi-
tions.”

 Getting permission was not easy going at all. At one
stage Production Company Ice Films wanted him to di-
rect from Johannesburg. “I blankly refused and was ready
to go it alone - doing interviews at night. I tried to pull
whatever political strings I had when a fluke of luck hap-
pened - the day I was leaving, the PAC who were also
going, decided that I could act as their official video crew
once the Central Intelligence Organisation got a letter from
the PAC on their arrival. I received clearance the next
day.”  It is a project that is clearly close to Desai’s heart ,
he has both a personal loyalty to the country and to many
of the people struggling there through momentous times
that shines through. He says, “This is a classic story
about people caught up in events that are mainly out of
their control - if I can show that about all three I have
partly succeeded. All film can do is to get people to ask
how can we respond? To make good films about people
you have to get close to your subjects - you have to be
non judgmental, try and feel what they are feeling when
they talk  - as long as the emotion assists the flow of
communication, but  getting there takes a lot of time and
film stock.”

On Harare’s Streets
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Young Zimbabweans make
movie history
The Legend of the Sky Kingdom  produced
by Sunrise productions
Fifteen young people, with a pas-
sion for movies and a fresh vision
for the future, have put their hearts
and souls, together with energy,
talent and remarkable creativity into
a radical venture which makes his-
tory for the world of movie-mak-
ing.

The making of Africa’s first full-
length animation fantasy, 35mm,
The Legend of the Sky Kingdom,
in Zimbabwe between 1999 and
2002 is a remarkable story of com-
mitment, ingenuity, passion and
perseverance. Phil Cunningham, to-
gether with his wife and co-pro-
ducer Jacqui, the Director Roger
Hawkins, and a team of 13 hardworking and creative artistes,
animators, technicians and junk collectors have achieved an
amazing first for Africa and for the World.

The Legend of the Sky Kingdom is a highly original pro-
duction with a unique flavour. With this production, the
Sunrise team has brought to the sophisticated modern art of
film making a fresh and radical approach. The key of the
freshness of the production is “junkmation”- a uniquely
African art form. In Africa, nothing is thrown away. All
across the continent, skilled craft men take pieces of junk
and transform them into useful items. In the movie, broken
tea cups become heads, old spoons become hands, buttons
become seeing eyes etc. The characters and sets have been
made exclusively from junk. The result is a fascinating and
textured world.

The Legend of the Sky Kingdom is the tale of an adventur-
ous journey undertaken by three children and their tripod friends
who make a daring escape from the underground city in which
they are slaves of the Evil Emperor. They go in search of the
fabled Sky Kingdom and the great Prince Ariel. An epic jour-
ney follows their escape, fraught with dangers. Though desert,
river storm and fire, they meet many wild creatures – some
friends and some foes!
Contact: Publicity and Promotions: Wilf and Trish
Mbanga, email: mbanga@hms.co.zw, Sunrise
productions, Phil Cunningham, email:
phil@hummbird.icon.co.zw, Sunrise marketing, Ewen
Findlay, email: ewen@hummbird.icon.co.zw

Squidge, one of the
characters

Monsieur N  has visa
embarrassment
By Andrew Wordsdale
The South African Film industry, which at present is trying to woo inves-
tors, producers and directors to use their beautiful locations and first-rate
production services in Cannes - was dealt an embarrassing and highly
damaging blow on the weekend. The shame surrounds the multi-million
dollar production Monsieur N, an historical thriller based on the years
that Napoleon Bonaparte spent in exile on the island of St.Helena. The
film is in English and French, but because the Corsica-born Napoleon’s
dialect differed from other French dialects in the early 19th Century,
dialogue and language coach Yannick Quesfleck was crucial to the project. 

South African immigration authorities, however, wouldn’t let him enter
the country despite his valid South African business permit. Evidently
what he needed was a work permit and so on his arrival he was promptly
sent back to France to apply for one. Mario Ambrosini, adviser to Home
Affairs Minister Mangosuthu Buthelezi told reporter Andrew Donaldson
of South Africa’s leading paper The Sunday Times, “This is the very
reason that we’re trying to change laws about entry into this country.
There’s too much confusion about who needs what documentation to do
what work. It must be clarified.” Donaldson went on to say that Ambrosini
spent most of his Saturday trying to get Quesfleck admitted into the
country but could not contact the Home Affairs minister for help. The
multi-million dollar production, which is shooting at the coastal resort of
Hermanus and in Cape Town before moving to London and Paris is di-
rected by Antoine de Caunes and stars Phillippe Torreton and Richard E.
Grant, himself a Southern African having been born in Swaziland and a
graduate of the University of Cape Town’s prestigious Drama School.
The South African line producer Alan Schearer told Screen, “It’s a hugely
embarrassing thing for the local film industry. A company comes here and
spends over R31 million (US$3,057,199), about 40% of the total budget,
to shoot in South Africa and we have some government bureaucracy
messing things up and making us look like fools.” The film’s production
schedule hasn’t been hampered by the event, but SA film service-provid-
ers and government officials are all looking extremely shame faced.

Behind the badge : Top guns for local Cop
show!
Executive producer, media educator and creator of  Behind the Badge-
Shane Mohabier is inundated with international and national media agen-
cies regarding his current production of the high octane drama series Be-
hind the Badge. The series is currently being shot around South Africa,
supported by national and international agencies, with world-class talent
including Pamela Nomvete, Gerry Mofokeng, Ian Roberts, John Lata,
Owen Sejake, Dan Robertse, Moshidi Motshegwa, Patrick Shai, and
Yvonne van de Berg. Award-winning directors, such as Ramadaan Suleman,
Brian Tilley and Ken Kaplan, provide a refreshing edge to this new age
cop series. When asked about other personalities and the soundtrack
Mohabier replied, “my lips are sealed”. Behind the Badge is South Afri-
ca’s premiere drama series and deals with real-life issues such as crime and
corruption being a deadly silencer of peace, stability and democracy in
our land. This series according to CNN is devastatingly explosive and true
to life. Contact: Vip Productions,  email: vipmohab@mweb.co.za

New project for Moonlighting Filmmakers
Moonlighting Filmmakers has
started pre-production on a
feature length movie, with the
working title of The African
Story. The project will be based in South Africa with location filming in a
number of west and east African countries. The film is being produced by
Bob Mahoney and directed by Jason Xenopolous. The screenwriter is
Tunde Babalola.  Production is scheduled to start in July 2002.
Contact: catharine.williams@rowlandcomms.co.uk

Shooting in Dakar
On the 5 May 2002, the Senegalese short film Amulyakar, les
Sans Espoir, directed by the filmmaker El Hadji Samba SARR
was shot in Dakar. The 26 minute short film, in DV format, is
produced by the production company based in Dakar, Genera-
tion TV Systems, in collaboration with PSIC 8 EDF. The film is
about a group of five street kids who love football. Modou, is a
very good player. On the beach, following a match, he becomes
acquainted with other street kids. While he is playing, he draws
the attention of a coach, Henry, who asks him to come and train
at the club. Modou is confronted by a dilemma: he has to make
a choice between the street kid and the football.
Contact: GTVS, email: gtvs@sentoo.sn
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Kenyan company to shoot feature film in
Uganda
Themescape Movies of Nairobi will this August shoot a feature film
in Uganda. The film, Exile and the Pearl, is a multi-racial, multi-
cultural story set in Uganda. It will be the first production of
Themescape, and founding managing director Amit Tyagi says two
other productions with Kenya-based writers and directors will fol-
low shortly.

The film will be made in English with an international cast for the
international market. “We are working in the belief that small, low
budget films from East Africa have stories that the world will want
to listen to, and are working on living up to our words,” Tyagi says.

Founded last year in Nairobi as an Export Promotion Zone (EPZ)
company, Themescape specialises in feature films for the interna-
tional market. “It does no local work”, Tyagi says.
Contact: Amit Tyagi, Managing Director, Themescape
Movies Ltd, email: themescape@wananchi.com

S.O.S Sangoule : a fiction about the fight
against poverty

Generation TV Systems, a production company based in Senegal,
has just completed the post-production of 26 minutes fiction in Beta
SP format, SOS Sangoule, directed by Khalil Gueye. The film was
entirely shot in a Senegalese village with a professional crew and
cast. SOS Sangoule is about a village, which is fed up with all the
promises made by the administrative and political authorities and
NGO’s to bring money for the development of the village.

 For the desperate villagers, the poverty is undermining their val-
ues, and their children are leaving for cities. One day, the village
receives a visit from a man called Mr AIPED, which means “ Interna-
tional Association to fight against Poverty”. Mr AIPED talks and
gives advices to the villagers saying that the only solution to fight
against poverty is inside the village and not somewhere else.

The film shows how a village without any assistance manages to
get away from the poverty.
Contact: gtvs@sentoo.sn

The business of Viewfinders
After a near-disastrous fourth quarter of last year, things have started
picking up again for Viewfinders, an established company that offers
a complete service to natural history and documentary filmmakers in
Eastern Africa.  The company has worked on something like 16 films
in the first two months of 2002.  This time last year, the total was 34,
so business is down by nearly 60%.   It is disturbing that the trend in
wildlife films is taking so long to come full circle. The present situa-
tion for local camera, sound and post-production people is a little
worrying, and measures are afoot for these folks to go into local
production independently.

Viewfinders can offer 10, 20 or 30 minute stories concerning wild-
life and people separately or together, and these can be presenter-led
or not. Measures are also being taken to re-invent the Kenya Film
Producers’ Association, which has slid into oblivion over the past
few years.
Contact: viewfinders@net2000ke.com

State of the film industry in Mauritius
Mauritius has a long tradition of cinema culture.  After a short
period of decline, cinema-goers can now enjoy watching quality
movies in hi-tech cinema theatres, with dolby and digital surround
sound system and good infrastructure.  There are 17 such theatres
around the island.  Films shown are of American, European and
Indian origin. For some years now, Mauritius has been known as
an attractive location by Indian film directors.  The development
of cinema in Mauritius started in 1995 with the celebrations of
the Hundred Years of Cinema. A new experience was enacted and
new objectives were targeted such as developing a film and image

Shooting in Abidjan of Le
Pari de l’Amour
Caroline Armand, Jean Phil ippe
Kady… they are beautiful, young, and
elegant. They succeed in their life, in-
cluding their love stories. Even if be-
tween Abidjan, Dakar and Paris, be-
trayals alternate with the triumphs.
They are the heroes of a long feature
film, Le Pari de l’Amour, which is a
new film from the Adoras collection.

The shooting of the film started in
France in April (Champs Elysées,
Atlantis, Forest of Fontainebleau, St
Cloud) and on the 10 May some se-
quences were shot in Dakar (Méridien
Hotel and Daniel Sorano Theatre). From the 16 May to the 31
May, the shooting took place in the high places of Abidjan, Capital
of Ivory Coast.

A pan African crew such as Algerian, Beninese, French and
from Ivory Coast technicians surrounds Director Didier Aufort.
Actors are from Ivory Coast, Senegal, Central African Republic

and Cameroon.
Dialogue production which signed in

2000 a deal with ENI (Groupe Hachette)
to adapt Harlequins Africains, a soppy
novel from the Adoras series, for TV, is
the production company of Le Pari de
l’Amour. The new film of the series will
be entitled Nuit Fatale.
Contact :Dialogue production,
dialprod@globeaccess.net or
Martine Ducoulombier, email :
mducoulombier@yahoo.fr

Isabelle Beke in Le Pari
de l’Amour

industry in Mauritius; promoting Mauritius as a prime film loca-
tion to filmmakers world –wide; offering a comprehensive “ One
Stop Shop” service for all film and television production require-
ments, including networking with professionals in the industry;
renting of heavy duty filming and other audio-visual equipment;
providing and supporting training in Cinema and audiovisual tech-
niques; producing local films for both television and cinema and
encouraging international co-productions.

The MFDC – Mauritius Film Development Corporation has been
developing the sector since 1987 and has established strategic pro-
grammes in order to meet the growing challenges of a modern film
industry.  MFDC runs a film training initiative and is looking forward
to setting up a Regional Audio-Visual Training Centre.  MFDC offers
a one-stop-shop co-ordination service to all foreign filmmakers and
facilitate there own film shooting in the island.  An average of 100
foreign crews shoot their films in Mauritius every year.  The Corpo-
ration also operates an equipment rental business. MFDC organises
a national film festival and holds several foreign film festivals on a
regular basis. In its urge to assist emerging filmmakers, MFDC will
soon set up a Film Industry Development Fund (FIDF). The local
film industry is now very creative and 50 films are being produced
annually, most of them in video format. With the assistance of the
FIDF, filmmakers will be encouraged to make films in 16mm and
35mm.  The MFDC has made the acquisition of a set of  heavy-duty
equipment and  hires it to foreign shooting teams that come to Mau-
ritius.
Contact: Mauritius Film Development Corporation,
email:,mfdc@intnet.mu,  www.mfdc.net
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New Finance option to make movies in
South Africa
 US television network NBC is expected to announce by the end of
next month whether one of its three top new drama series’ will be
shot in SA.  Details of the project are under wraps, but a pilot for the
series has already been shot in SA at a cost of about US$2m. 

The 48-minute pilot for the series St.George’s was shot over 14
days in game reserves just outside Johannesburg with an entirely
South African crew apart from director Eric Laneuville and DopP
Steve Shaw. Billed as family entertainment the show follows a L.A
vet who loses his job and moves his entire family to Africa.  South
Africa’s Department of Trade and Industry has confirmed that the
project could be included in the offset programme related to SA
Airways’s purchases of Boeing 737s.  The NBC project is one of
those being promoted by General Electric (GE), which is indirectly
involved in the SA offset programme as a supplier of engines to
Boeing. “NBC studio produces TV shows for NBC, which is owned
by GE,” the department said. It said if the pilot programme was
successful “a further 12 to 22 shows could be shot in the next year”,
and that these shows were expected to cost about US$1m each.

Ambush Productions Ltd: looking for
funds
The Zambian independent film company, Ambush Productions Ltd,
was formed in 1999. Their intention was to create the springboard
for a Zambian film industry which did not at the time exist and the
interactive ethical approach to film – advocating giving a visual voice
to those without access to the media whilst retaining an extremely
high artistic and technical approach in order that films made in Zam-
bia could for once compete on the world market. Their work has at
all times involved local training. They have recently completed their
first feature documentary “Choka!” - Get lost! nominated twice by
the International Documentary Association in Los Angeles for Most
Distinguished Feature and the Pare Lorentz Award for social activ-
ism and lyricism in film. (The film has therefore gone into the ar-
chives of the Academy of Motion Arts Pictures and Sciences). They
have also established the charity wing of the company, the Willie
Mwale Film Foundation that will start to operate in Zambia in April
2002. The charity is to operate on three levels:

1. Film/Media/Training: to raise and distribute funds for film
projects and media training platforms in Zambia under the consulta-
tion and guidance of Ambush Productions Ltd;

2.Vulnerable Children: to raise and distribute funds for the chil-
dren who appeared in the documentary film Choka! as well as other
underprivileged children in Lusaka and respective NGO’s working
with street-children and orphans. Money will be raised via the web-
site and screenings of the film globally;

3. Database and information network: to raise funds to establish a
national database on Zambian film and video resources, producers,
writers, crews etc. This will be accessible to local and international
media through both the internet and the charity offices.

Ambush Productions Ltd are therefore looking for funds to facili-
tate the unique work already begun by the company and now being
continued by the Willie Mwale Film Foundation – to form a financial
back-bone for their endeavours over the last three years.
Contact:  Ms. Tanvir Bush: Chairperson, email:
tanvir_ambush@yahoo.com, www.ambush-films.com

Rotterdam’s Hubert Bals Fund (HBF)
announces March 2002 grants
The IFFR’s Hubert Bals Fund announced on the 13th May, its March
2002 Selection of grants for promising film projects. The contribu-
tions (for script and project development, post-production or dis-
tribution) are designed to bring projects of talented and innovative,
non-western filmmakers one-step closer to fulfilment. African con-

tributions have been selected such as:
Script and Project development:  On these Streets Khalo Matabane,
South Africa,  Post-production:  Promised Land - Jason Xenopoulos,
SouthAfrica,  Distribution: Abouna - Mahamat Saleh Haroun, Tchad
and Mama Africa - Film Resource Unit, South Africa.
The aim of the 1988 founded
Hubert Bals Fund is to provide
(modest) grants, a crucial and of-
ten missing link that enables
filmmakers from developing
countries to realise their film
projects.

The selection rounds take
place twice a year in March and
November. In 2001, 47 projects
received financial support adding up to a total contribution of Euro
558,350. Through the years around 60% of the 350 backed projects
have been produced or are currently in production.

The Hubert Bals Fund is supported by the Dutch Foreign Affairs
Ministry, Hivos, NCDO, DOEN Foundation and Dutch public net-
work NPS.
Contact:  press@filmfestivalrotterdam.com

Film and video sector to get federation
South Africa’s film and video industry has moved to create a federa-
tion of all its professional associations. In a meeting hosted by the
National Film and Video Foundation, more than 30 professional as-
sociations elected a task team to carry the process forward. The
federation will represent the entire sector to government, the public
at large and the global industry.  Unlike many other industry bodies
that represent only employers; the sector has opted to include all
associations representing employers, employees, content providers,
distributors and craft societies. This befits the unique nature of the
film and video sector that consists largely of small, medium and
micro enterprises (SMME) and freelance individuals. The formation
of the task team is the result of many efforts over four years.  The
final commitment to federation was spurred by the encouragement of
the National Film and Video Foundation.

The task team has been mandated to follow a consultative process
to result in the inauguration of this body before October this year.
The task team is under the chair of Sello Molefe and includes Glenn
Masokoane; Vanessa Jansen; Vanessa La Trobe; Uwe Beckmann;
Kagiso Senkge; Howard Thomas as members. The team will issue the
first draft of the business plan and constitution by 1 July.

  NFVF CEO, Eddie Mbalo comments, “The NFVF has a strategy
of sustainable growth for the sector, and such a private sector con-
solidation will play a large part in its implementation.”

AME offloads Moonlighting
According to a report published in the Business Day Newspaper,
Pennystock media company, African Media Entertainment
(AME), has sold its film entertainment subsidiary Moonlighting Film-
makers, in an effort to reduce its heavy debt burden.

Moonlighting Filmmakers, a wholly owned subsidiary of AME
Commercial Filmmakers, was sold to Philip John Key, the subsidi-
ary’s original vendor and CEO, for R10,2m (US$1,011,102) in cash,
to be paid in stages. Of this, R2,5m (US$247,819) was paid when
the agreement was signed. AME was one of the only SA media
companies to directly invest in feature films, putting up the finance
for A Reasonable Man with Nigel Hawthorne and local comedy
Inside Out.

Moonlighting is the country’s leading production services com-
pany, having facilitated over 600 commercials as well as Michael
Mann’s Ali in Mozambique, and more recently Beyond Borders
with Angelina Jolie, and The Young Black Stallion for Disney which
were both shot in Namibia.

Daniel Browdy in Promised
Land
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NAM Films: 100% hit rate at Cannes
In their first foray at the Cannes Film Festival, NAIL
Filmed Entertainment, the NAIL film division, and
its production arm, NAM Films, has managed to
pull off a coup. Slash has become the first and only
totally independent South African film ever to be
picked up by a major studio at this prestigious event.
Slash is the first film to come out of New Africa
Media Films (NAM Films). Universal Studios
picked up rights for worldwide home video release
(excluding the United States) while Overseas Film
Group/First Look Media bought the US/Canadian
rights and are planning a specialised theatrical re-
lease. Added to this, Scanbox (Scandinavia), Fu
Works/A-Film (Benelux), Audiovisual (Greece),
Ozenfilm (Turkey), EA Distribution (Russia), Jumbo
(Thailand), and Cederland (Middle East) have also
acquired all rights in their individual territories and
in most cases are planning theatrical releases of the
film.

Saki Macozoma, New Africa Investment Limit-
ed’s CEO, is delighted with the response to Slash,
“With the success of our first feature film, Slash,
NAIL is firmly positioned as an important player in
media and entertainment. We are proud to be in part-
nership with both Universal Studios and with Over-
seas Film Group for Slash’s international release.”

According to NAM Films CEO Amy J. Moore,
“For South Africa, NAM Films has helped to jump
start the renewal of an internationally viable and
commercial industry. Hopefully, we will attract more
investment and financing for our features as confi-
dence increases.”

Slash, which fits into the teen horror or “horror-
laffer” genre i.e. a horror movie with comical mo-
ments (along the lines of the ‘Scream’ films), tells
the story of a struggling rock ‘n roll band who get

stuck on the eerie, isolated Macdonald farm. The group visit the farm to attend the funeral
of lead singer Joseph ‘Mac’ Macdonald’s aunt. What they think will be a quick stop over
turns into a bizarre nightmare of blood and death as a mystery killer goes on a “harvest of
blood” rampage.

Directed by eminent and award winning South African director, Neal Sundström, and
with a top local cast including South Africa’s rising stars, Nick Boraine, Neels Clasen,
Nina Wassung and Brett Goldin, Slash is one of the first feature film projects to enjoy the
backing of the Industrial Development Corporation of South Africa (IDC).
Contact:  www.slashthemovie.com

Lumumba achieved record-breaking results at the SA
box office
The Film Resource Unit (FRU), and Ster-Kinekor Pictures (SKP) have announced that
Lumumba, the true story of “African icon” Patrice Lumumba, has achieved record-
breaking results at the South African box office. The film has already exceeded the box
office figure estimated for its entire run in SA, since its release at Cinema Nouveau in
Johannesburg and Cape Town Friday 22 Feb and opened in Durban and Pretoria  in April
and June. When Lumumba opened, it achieved a print average of over R 13 500 (US$1,165)
for the opening weekend only. This is a major achievement for any film. The very success-
ful and groundbreaking local documentary The Great Dance  achieved an opening week-
end print average of just over R 10 000 (US$863) and went on to set new box office trends
for documentaries released theatrically. Lumumba ‘s print average for its opening week
jumped to just over R 27 000 (US$2,329). The figure achieved for Lumumba’s second
weekend at the SA box office is an increase of 8% on the opening weekend. This fact is yet
another major achievement for any film. Most films are expected to drop by at least 30%,
when compared to the opening weekend’s box office returns. Lumumba’s print average
for its second weekend at the SA box office is just over R 14 500 (US$1,251).
Contact: Diane Magagane, Film Resource Unit, email: publicity@fru.co.za

Mac (James O’Shea) and Suzie
(Zuleikha Robinson)

Anton Vorster, the Killer

The Band in the bus

International release of Sia, le
rêve  du Python
 Sia, le rêve du Python by the burkinabe director
Dani-Kouyate was released on the 24 May in
New York and the 12 June in Paris, France. The
release on the African continent in Mali, Senegal
and Côte d’ Ivoire is under consideration for June
2002.  Sia, le rêve du Python won several Awards
at Fespaco 2001, including the ACP/EU Prize,
and the special Jury Prize, the official sponsor
award for the best burkinabe film.

Sia, le rêve du Python is a film adaptation of
the legend of Wagadu (the Soninké myth in the
7th century). Inspired by the play “ the legend
of Wagadu seen by Sia Yatabéré” by the
Mauritanian director Moussa Diagana, the film
is a universal and contemporary political ap-
proach of the myth, and a reflection on the use of
the mystery by the power. The film was shot
between August and September 1999 in Burkina
Faso, in the area of Ouagadougou and Bobo-
Dioulasso. Dani Kouyaté is also the director of
the full-length film, Keita, l’Héritage du Griot
(1995). Contact : www.dani-kouyate.com

Looking for documentary
about Black Africa
Video Cairo Sat is a company based in Cairo
(Egypt), which offers comprehensive media serv-
ices to a large amount of Arab and international
TV stations.

The company is equipped to handle the full
range of news coverage to talk shows and infra-
structure required to cover all media requirements
that include Virtual Studio, facilities for live feeds
via satellite as well as the entire range of camera,
sound, lighting and editing equipments. Original
programming can be produced from their studios
they are fully equipped for live broadcast events
and production to tape. They provide a com-
plete staff including editors’ technical directors,
audio engineers and graphic designers. They are
interested in buying  documentaries about black
Africa. Contact: Fatima Ayouch,
 fatima@videocairo.com,
www.videocairosat.com

Seeking international content
A new Canadian public broadcasting programme
called ZeD would like to acquire a wide variety
of genre and content subject matter-comedy,
drama, satire, reality, performance, POV, music
video, mini docs etc, provided the content is origi-
nal and unconventional. ZeD is looking for about
25-30% international content.
ZeD is a Television/Web combination that defies
convention. Electric and wide-ranging, ZeD’s con-
tent is for and from an audience long immune to
traditional television. Zed is a launch pad for
ideas, individual and creative expression. It’s a
blend of short films, experimental and other mi-
cro-cinema, performances by bands, poets, com-
ics, choreographers and always-contributions
from the audience.
Contact: Sarah Morris, email:
Sarah_Morris@cbc.ca

Distribution
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3rd African Television Programme Market
Held in Nairobi in November 2001
By ogova ondego

More than 5000 visitors and 50 exhibitors
attended a symposium seeking to boost
filmmaking in Africa in Nairobi last Novem-
ber 7-9. It was hoped the forum, the African
Television Programme Market (MAP-TV),
would help strengthen the annual French Cul-
tural and Cooperation Centre-organised Af-
rica Cinema Week and then graduate into a
film festival. The African Cinema Week, which
usually precedes its European counterpart, is
usually held between late September and early
October and draws continental participation
with filmmakers, television programme pro-
ducers, donors, the media, government, and
broadcast equipment manufacturers and dis-
tributors discussing the way forward for Af-
rican audio-visual production. Besides train-
ing people in the making and appreciation of
films that that depict the African way of life,
the forums attempted to persuade govern-
ments and financial institutions to fund film
projects.

However the Africa Cinema Week was af-
fected when two workshop and seminar
facilitators, Senegalese Moussa Sene Absa and
Malia Mamadou Famakan Coulibaly, failed
to be granted visas to Kenya at the eleventh
hour.

Participants at the MAP-TV came from
Asia, Africa, Europe and North America. 
They included Television, video and film pro-
ducers, media training schools, manufactur-
ers and distributors of computers, donors,
policymakers and members of the public.
Together, they strove to chart the way for-
ward for film in Africa. Hosted by the Union
of National Radio and Television Organisa-
tions  of Africa (URTNA), the five-day event
began with a seminar on new TV broadcast-
ing technologies for broadcast engineers (No-
vember 5-7). It received support from the
Kenya government, the Communications
Commission of Kenya, the International Tel-
ecommunications Union,  and the Friedrich
Ebert Stiftung. While students in media

schools received insight into their future ca-
reer, others were linked with potential em-
ployers during the exhibitions. Young Afri-
can Television (YATV) of South Africa, for
instance, introduced young men and women
to independent broadcast production. It was
gratifying to many trainees to learn that inde-
pendent production can jumpstart a fledgling
broadcast sector like Kenya’s; that broadcast
stations need not maintain expensive produc-
tion departments as they can easily rely on
independent producers for their programmes.

Prix Jeunesse of Germany, renowned for
promoting children’s programmes around the
world through its ‘Prix Jeunesse Suitcase’,
met producers of children’s programmes and
shared ideas with them. They targeted stu-
dents from media schools whom they gave
the opportunity to view and judge children’s
programmes using Kenyan cultural values.
The participation of Kenya’s Investment Pro-
motion Centre, it is hoped, will help convince
financial bodies to start funding film projects.

Filmmakers are currently ineligible for loans
in Kenya unless they provide other collateral
like land title deeds. Solomon Luvai, the di-
rector of URTNA, lamented that unlike
Canada, which has a board which funds films,
African filmmakers are not considered credit-
worthy and so cannot receive loans. Luvai
explained that as long as a film is good, the
Canadian Film Board funds it and then broad-
cast stations buy rights to the films up front
and thus give the filmmaker the badly needed
capital.  But funding films is more like gam-
bling as no one can be certain how to make a
successful film as demonstrated by the plight
of Ghanaian Kwa Mensah who, after making
the highly acclaimed Love Brewed in the Af-
rican Pot, borrowed a loan to make the next
project hoping for greater success. Unfortu-
nately, it failed and the bank was about to
auction his father-in-law’s land, which he had
used as collateral, were it not for the inter-
vention of friends.

The children’s corner was a major attrac-
tion at the exhibition with parents and chil-
dren streaming in to be entertained by car-
toonists, publishers of children’s literature,
and technology companies. IT Kids (a com-
puter company) and Worldspace (a satellite
broadcasting company) introduced children
and the youth to new digital technologies.

For instance, they not only coached but
also showed them how to use the computer
technology and also how radio, television and
computer can be merged into one medium for
education, information and entertainment.
Before the market, Worldspace and Film Stu-
dios said they were looking forward to the
event with anticipation since the last market

two years earlier had enabled them to estab-
lish links with international broadcasters. “We
made valuable in-roads into Japan while con-
solidating our regional base,” an official of
Film Studios, a Nairobi-based commercials
and documentaries production company, said.
Japan’s NHK International, who operate in
Latin American and the Asian market, en-
tered into agreements with 11 African coun-
tries to use their programmes.

Albert Wandago, the managing Director of
Nairobi-based ALWAN Communications,
said he was impressed with the “productions
about people and development” at the exhi-
bition. Also happy was Independent Televi-
sion of Tanzania that reported that it had
entered into a programmes’ exchange deal with
Kenya and Uganda.

Filmmakers like Anne Mungai of the Saikati
the Enkabaani fame, hoped that after No-
vember 9, the third biennial MAP-TV would
have been transformed into the fourth film
festival in the league of FESPACO of Burkina
Faso, Carthage Film Festival of Tunisia, and
Sithengi TV and Film Market of South Af-
rica. Worldspace was excited at introducing
its satellite technology to so may people at
only one venue.  Foreign nations, said a rep-

A KTN presenter, Swaleh Mdoe, take a
sip as he field questions from visitors to
their stand at Map-TV

Urtna Director, Solomon Luvai addresses
delegates a symposium on new TV
broadcasting technoligy for Africa at
Kenya College of Communications
Technology in Nairobi

Anne Mungai (third from left with a pen
in the air), the first Kenyan woman to
direct a feature film, Saikati, on location
with crew. This time round she was
directing Tough Choices, a feature film
on adolescents and their choices. The
film is a hit wherever it is shown in Africa.
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tive of the company, “promised to include WorldSpace
technology and prospectus in their reports when they
go back to their countries. We wouldn’t have been
able to meet such numbers of people at a time any-
where else.”Benjamin Kpossilande, head of URTNA’s
technical services, said MAP-TV’s aim is to provide
authentic African productions to consumers who are
fatigued with Western films but do not know where
to get African productions. Although URTNA ini-
tially targeted national broadcasters in Africa,
Kpossilande said, local private stations and broad-
casters based in other continents are joining it to reap
benefits of collaboration. African participants came
from Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso,
Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central African Re-
public, Cote d’Ivoire, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Gam-
bia, Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Nigeria, Senegal, South
Africa, Sudan, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, and Zimba-
bwe. Also present were delegates from Germany, Ja-
pan, Norway, United Kingdom, United States and
the African Diaspora. Luvai said URTNA had been
founded in 1962 to promote the use of radio and tel-
evision in Africa as tools to hasten development and
preserve the continent’s cultural diversity.

Four decades down the line and in view of rapid
broadcast technology advancement, he added,
URTNA wanted to re-examine its objective of radio
and television programmes exchange. ”We want to pro-
mote and incorporate research into radio and televi-
sion production and organise training seminars and
workshops to keep abreast of the advancement,” Luvai
said. Through its five centres in Dakar (Senegal),
Bamako (Mali), Algiers (Algeria), Ouagadougou
(Burkina Faso) and Nairobi, URTNA continues to
influence the entire African continent in English,
French, and Arabic. Many programmes aired on na-
tional networks are provided by URTNA.

 URTNA SCREEN, the first biennial African Tel-
evision Screening Session, was held in 1986. Since
then, it has bagged three programmes under its mast.
They include The African Television Programme
Screening Session, the Television and Radio Pro-
gramme Competitions, and MAP-TV. The aim of
URTNA SCREEN is to help Africans be independent
in culturally relevant audio-visual production. Conse-
quently, it screens selected African television pro-
grammes punctuated with discussion. More than 250
programmes were ordered at the end of the last exhibi-
tion. With the liberalisation of airwaves in most African
countries, URTNA seeks to help its members to de-
velop high quality productions. It brings together public
and commercial television stations, film and television
programmes producers, training institutions, radio and
television equipment manufacturers and distributors, tel-
ecommunications industry, and Internet service provid-
ers from within and outside Africa.

Most participants noted that for Africa to develop
socially and economically, the development process
must begin with its media’s technological advance-
ment, a freer press and liberalised airwaves.”Television
and radio have revolutionised our society to the ex-
tent that entire populations are dependent on them
for information, entertainment and education,” Luvai
commented.Others argued that Africa must eradicate
neo-colonialism through the dominance of Western
films and television programmes on its screens.

Call for African audiovisual
production fund
Two awards for African TV programmes at Banff
Television Festival 2002
By Russell Honeyman
The Banff Television Festival 2002 may mark a turning point for African film and
television production. The event marked the first time that a mainstream international
television festival has hosted a focus on moving images from Africa. This is co-
incident with a new realism in African filmmaking. Two international jury awards were
made to African television programmes at Banff. The African delegates issued a state-
ment calling for the establishment of an independent audiovisual production fund for
African productions.

British drama, Othello, won the CDN$50,000 (US$33,000) Global Television Grand
Prize at the 23rd Banff Rockie Awards. Awards were also made to programmes from
Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Israel, Mozambique, South Africa and
the United States. African productions Ochre and Water, and the Ball won special
jury prizes.

 Produced by London Weekend Television and WGBH Boston, in association with
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Othello follows the outlines of Shakespeare’s
play, rewritten by Andrew Davies and set in a seething contemporary world of police
corruption and institutional racism.

The International Jury singled out two productions from Africa for Special Jury
Prizes. The honours went to The Ball, a Mozambique/South Africa co-produc-
tion under the “Steps for the Future” umbrella; and Ochre and Water, a strong
contender in the Social and Political Documentary category. The Ball is a short,
funny program about a soccer ball made of condoms. The South African documen-
tary Ochre and Water is a striking depiction of the Himba people of Namibia and
their resistance to a hydroelectric project that threatens their traditional pasture
and ancestral graves.

The International Student Jury chose The Ball as the winner in the Children’s
category. The Banff Rockie Awards were decided by an international jury of seven
television professionals from seven countries. Close to 1,000 programs were entered
from countries and territories around the world; 82 programs were nominated for the
awards.

The 2002 Banff Festival included a “Focus on Africa”. 80 delegates from Africa
attended, and several special sessions on Africa discussed problems facing African
broadcasters, which range from HIV/AIDS to democracy and governance. Afro-beat
music star, Femi Kuti, spoke out at Banff about HIV/AIDS in Africa, and the failure
of African governments to fully recognise and deal with the threat posed by the
pandemic. Femi Kuti has lent his support to the UNICEF campaign against HIV/
AIDS. Femi Kuti’s famous father, Fela, also a musician, died of AIDS at a time when
Nigerian society failed to recognise the scourge, and the family announced to the
public that the cause of death was AIDS.

Chris Haws, now heading up the World Bank Creative Industries initiative, hosted
a session in which the problems facing African broadcasters and moving image pro-
duces were discussed. Steve Hewlett, of Carlton TV, said that it is necessary to “create
the economic circumstances within Africa that will lead to a sustainable TV economy”.
Jean-Mari Teno, West African producer, said that this needs to implemented at the
level of African government and broadcasting policy.

A later session “Africa: exploring the myths”, revealed that underlying the myth of
Africa as a territory helpless to save itself from the scourges facing it, there are realities
of positive African developments which can be supported by improved interchanges
of information.

African film makers at Banff statement to G8,
endorse Broadcasters Charter
On June 14 2002, the closing day of Banff Television Festival, members of the African
delegation made a statement which they hope will inform the G8 (group of eight most
economically developed countries) The G8 met in Kananaskis, Canada, June 28-29
2002. African film makers and broadcasters called on the G8 to create an independent
Audiovisual fund for Africa, in order to address problems and, through communica-
tion of these problems locally and globally, find solutions. Problems identified in-
cluded HIV/AIDS and “non adherence to genuine human rights”.
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New wave of African films
attracts audiences in Canada
Calgary Africa Film Festival
By Russell Honeyman
In June 2002, a small, but well selected festival of African cinema, showed
that the new wave of African filmmaking is yielding excellent quality that
can attract world audiences. In the days preceding the G8 meeting of the
political leaders of the world’s wealthiest countries, in Kananaskis, Canada,
a festival of African films & music helped to raise consciousness about
issues concerning Africa. The playfully phonetic name, and no charge
admission policy, belied the excellent programme selection and presenta-
tion of Calgary’s Afrikabeat festival, held from June 19-22, 2002, in
Calgary’s Uptown Cinema.

The large 1950’s style cinema was packed for all four days of perform-
ances of an excellent, though small, selection of recent African feature
films. The films were accompanied by musical performances led by Sen-
egalese born Canadian, Alpha Yaya Diallo.

The films in the selection represented a new realism in African cinema,
and are briefly described below:

Lumumba: Dir Raoul Peck; 115 mins; Belgium; selected for Cannes
Director Series. The true story of the first Prime Minister of Zaire (Demo-
cratic Republic of Congo), murdered less than three months after he came
to power. The dramatisation works well as a piece of cinema which por-
trays the idealism and cynicism present in African politics, although the
pacing could have been improved by streamlining some of the political
arguments. Lumumba is on release in video rental outlets throughout Canada.

Ochre and Water: Dir Craig Mathew and Joelle hesselet; 53 mins, South
Africa; winner Rockie Award Special Jury Prize 2002. More than an excel-
lent ethnographic film about one of the threatened aboriginal peoples of
southern Africa, the Himba, this film portrays an ancient culture in dy-
namic dialogue with the government of Namibia, which needs to construct
a dam in order to provide the water for national development. Issues of the
conflicting demands of national development, and conservation of the natural
environment and ancient cultures, as well as negative views of these cul-
tures in local government, are brought to the viewer without didactics,
though it would have been interesting to briefly discuss the alternatives
available for national development.

100 days: Dir Nick Hughes; 96 mins; Kenya. The story of the govern-
ment co-ordinated genocide of the Tutsi people in Rwanda. A dramatisa-
tion of the experience of one village, makes no attempt to present an
overview or analysis of the situation from a world perspective, but rather
manages to portray the ordinary people who are victims and perpetrators,
and the local mechanics of brutality. The seemingly arbitrary movements
of local UN peace keepers asks questions of the UN’s chain of command in
these situations. The Canadian audience found some of the scenes of vio-
lence difficult to watch, but these could not be considered to be gratuitous.

Yellow Card: Dir John Riber; 92 minutes; Zimbabwe. A soccer player
seems destined to become a star. His journey toward self knowledge and
responsibility involves choices of sex and commitment, in a part of the
world where one in four of the population is HIV positive.

Ryan’s Well: Dir Lalita Krishna; 50 minutes; Canada. “A touching film
about a Canadian boy who shows that one person can change the world”,
in this case by raising $500,000 for water well construction in Uganda.
However, this film about the wonderful work of fundraisers in the first
world, asks few questions about why the Ugandan government is unable to
provide this basic human necessity itself.

God Is African: Dir Akin Omotoso; 95 mins; South Africa. When the
South African government exercises a subdued approach toward the planned
execution of Nigerian writer Ken Sarowiwa and eight other men, students
at Key University decide to do something more dramatic. God is African
“portrays a new consciousness of what it is to be African”.
Contact: www.africabeat.org or email: afrikadey@shaw.ca

Festivals & Markets

The group also acknowledged the African Charter on Broad-
casting and the African Charter on Children and Broadcasting,
both of which are new policy documents sponsored by UN
agencies and intended to inform legislation and regulation in the
broadcasting sector. Visit www.btvf.com for the full statement.

The group, calling itself “African film-makers and broadcast-
ing professionals gathered in Banff 2002” included profession-
als from 20 African countries including South Africa, Senegal,
Zimbabwe and others, including luminaries such as Ola Belagun,
Rehad Desai, and Gaston Kabore.

Canada’s CIDA development agency was responsible for
bringing the African delegation of around 80 people to the 2002
Banff Television Festival Africa Focus. Canada’s film & televi-
sion financing foundation, TeleFilm Canada, advised the Afri-
cans of co-production opportunities involving TeleFilm’s
CDN$200m revolving production fund.

Banff Television Fesival 2002 round up
The 23rd Banff Television Festival recorded 1,801 delegates
from a record 42 countries.

The Festival kicked off Sunday, June 9, with the CBC/Radio-
Canada Opening Reception in celebration of the network’s 50th
anniversary in television. Monday night’s Banff Rockie Awards
Show, featured recipient of the 2002 Sir Peter Ustinov / Com-
edy Network Award, and the creator of Family Ties and Spin
City, Gary David Goldberg recipient of the 2002 Award of Ex-
cellence.

Winning the CDN$50,000 Global Television Grand Prize was
Othello, the U.K., U.S. and Canadian co-production by LWT/
WGBH Boston in association with CBC. Rockies were also
awarded in 14 program categories. Band of Brothers, by Playtone
Company/Dreamworks SKG in association with HBO, took
home the $25,000 NHK President¹s Prize and Special Jury
Awards went to the South African program Ochre and Water
(Doxa Productions in assoc. with Off The Fence) and The Ball
(Steps for the Future) by Ebano Multimedia/Day Zero, Mo-
zambique.

Tuesday evening’s Tribute celebration honoured A&E Tel-
evision Networks of the U.S., recipient of the 2002 Global Tel-
evision Outstanding Achievement Award and Denmark’s Bang
& Olufsen, recipient of the Sonic Foundry Outstanding Techni-
cal Achievement Award. A special Tribute to the U.K. was
presented in honour of Britain’s outstanding contribution to the
world television industry. Special appreciation was given to
Patrick Dromgoole and Norman Horowitz. CTV Fellowship
Prize recipient was filmmaker and director Alex Chapple.

Pitching opportunities throughout the week included the 18th
International Market Simulation, 2nd annual New Players Pitch,
CTV Canadian Documart’ the world’s richest pitch won by Do
You Know Where We Can Get a Donkey by The May Street
Group Film, Video and Animation Ltd., Canada.  Two other
prizes of CDN$30,000 and CDN$20,000 were awarded. Four
projects competed for CDN$10,000 in development funding.
The Two in a Room pitch session, sponsored by Telefilm Canada,
awarded $10,000 in development funding.

Winners of the sixth annual Telefilm Canada /Aboriginal Peo-
ples Television Network awards (worth $10,000 each) were
Puppet Health (Leetia Ineak of Inuit Broadcasting) and Cree for
Kids (Art Napoleon).  The Sony International Critics Prize,
selected through a balloting procedure by media attending the
Festival, was awarded to Othello and Ochre and Water.

BANFF 2003, the 24th Banff Television Festival will take
place June 8 to 13, 2003 at the Fairmont Banff Springs, in
Banff, Alberta, Canada.
Contact: www.btvf.com, email: info@btvf.com  
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MIPTV 2002
New vigour to the African market
The International Finance Corporation’s (IFC) backing for three-
channel African TV network, TVAfrica, added allure to the African
market at 2002’s MIPTV. Established African programme distribu-
tors VGI and Daro, both reported stronger demand from Africa,
and better trading conditions. The SABC, M-Net and e-tv all sent
programme buyers to MIPTV, while MultiChoice, the satellite TV
platform was also present. African producers and programme sell-
ers were rather thinner on the ground than in previous years.
Francophone Africa was represented on the stand of the Agence
Intergouvernmentale de la Francophonie, which presented eight
television producers from “French speaking southern countries”.
Some popular programming was represented, such as drama series
Taxi Brousse by Pierre Rouamba. email agence@francophonie.org
or http://agence.francophonie.org

South African producers such as Kobus Botha and Philo Pieterse
were raising support for productions in South Africa, but there
was no official South African stand. This year, the South African
trade mission to Cannes, organised by the National Film & Video
Foundation (NFVF) would take place at the May Film Festival
instead. The highest profile among the African television programme
distributors was maintained by newcomers (to Africa).

Mike Auret of the Sithengi Film & TV market reported new
partnerships were forged for this year’s market, involving growing
support for the “pitching sessions” designed to stimulate
the development of new television programming in sub-saharan
Africa: www.sithengi.co.za.

Development agencies promote doccies
and social awareness programming
International development agencies are re-launching their audio-
visual programmes, with a new focus on broadcasting as a way of
promoting development. There is a particular interest in Africa.
Earlier in 2002, the International Fincance Corporation (IFC), gave
financial backing to African broadcast network TVAfrica. At
MIPTV 2002, UNICEF and the World Bank promoted documen-
taries and social awareness programming in Africa. The UN Agen-
cies shared a stand at MIPTV.

The World Bank co-produced a new television documentary
series of 29 minute programmes called Global Links, with topics in
education, environment, growth, governance and others. ,
www.worldbank/edi/globallinks/ Another World Bank initiative is
a 2 part, half hour documentary Staying Alive, a coproduction
with MTV on the subject of HIV/AIDS: www.worldbank.org/
stayingalive . Chris Hawes, ex-Vice President of Discovery Televi-
sion, has joined the World Bank as head of the new “Creative
Industries Initiative”.

UNICEF was represented by head of Internet, Broadcast and
Image, Denise Searle, who agreed a partnership with Banff Televi-
sion Festival for the Africa Focus at Banff this year. Searle has an
interest in promoting the development of programming in for, and
about, childrens’ issues in Africa.

UNICEF has a large catalogue of programming for broadcasters,
including video B-rolls for use by news and current affairs broad-
casters, and public service announcements (PSAs), including a se-
ries of 30 second non-verbal PSAs “produced by some of the
world’s best animation companies”. www.unicef.org/broadcast or
email dsearle@unicef.org

United Nations TV Products offered a new series of 3-4 minute
reports called The UN in Action. www.un.org.org/av/tv/unia/
latestunia.asp

At the Cannes Film Festival South African
Government highlights development in film
industry
A senior delegation of National Film & Video Foundation (NFVF)
executives led by the Deputy Minister of Arts, Culture, Science and
Technology, Mrs Brigitte Mabandla, attended the Cannes Film Festi-
val (15-25 May). This strategic marketing exercise follows South Af-
rica’s presence at last year’s Festival where the government announced
the formation of the National Film and Video Foundation confirming
its support of the South African film industry, one of the fastest-
growing sectors in that territory.  The National Film and Video Foun-
dation is a statutory body mandated by an act of parliament and
reporting to the Ministry of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology.

 Since the announcement last year the National Film and Video Foun-
dation has developed a comprehensive strategy on film that will accel-
erate the growth of the film sector.  Over and above this, the founda-
tion has actively pursued relationships established at previous festi-
vals with global film organisations, and has provided targeted develop-
ment funding for South African film productions as part of a strategic
objective to increase the number of South African films produced per
annum.   This year there was an increased exhibition of South African
films (at the SA Pavilion in the International Village). These included
the locally produced Promised Land, a film supported by the National
Film and Video Foundation (directed by Jason Xenopoulos) which
will also have a March screening.

Also screening at the South African Pavilion was Ubuntu’s wounds,
directed by Sechaba Morajela, a filmmaker sponsored by the NFVF to
study at the American Film Institute (AFI).  Sechaba is the winner of
the 2002 Pan African Film Festival held in Los Angeles. The picture
has been selected as a nominee for the student Oscars in the United
States. Ubuntu’s Wounds is the best movie made at AFI in my opin-
ion in the four years I’ve been here. A beautiful collaboration between
director and producer in developing the script. Wonderful work by
everybody across the board”, says Gill Dennis, Master Filmmaker in
Residence at AFI.  

  The National Film & Video Foundation will continue to form stra-
tegic alliances with Newly Industrialised (NIC) countries and EU mem-
ber states, and to spearhead the development of a comprehensive film
strategy within NEPAD - New Economic Programme for African De-
velopment, an initiative spearheaded by President Thabo Mbeki.  South
African producers attending Cannes under the NFVF umbrella will
explore joint ventures, and production opportunities with other coun-
tries.

Southern Africa is fast becoming a major production centre for ‘runa-
way’ off-shore productions which take advantage of substantial in-
creased production value as a result of the exchange rate ($1=R11), a
1st world infrastructure, world-class crews, a sunny climate, spec-
tacular locations and altogether a film friendly country.

In the past few months local production entity Film Afrika has
completed a number of back-to-back co-productions (with Apollo
Media GMBH & Co. and Motion Picture Corporation of America)
including Borderline (Gina Gershon and Sean Patrick Flannery) and
Pavement, directed by Darrell Roodt, (starring Lauren Holly and Robert
Patrick).

In December, Film Afrika completed the Lucky 7 co-production,
The Piano Player (starring Dennis Hopper, Christopher Lambert).
 The Abracadabra production of the large format feature, The Young
Black Stallion for Walt Disney Pictures, and the Mandalay Produc-
tion for Paramount Pictures Beyond Borders (starring Angelina Jolie)
are among the most recent foreign productions.  Sandmother currently
filming in South Africa is a tri-partite co-produced by Imaginarium
(South Africa) Focus Films (UK) and Persistance Pictures (Canada).
Distribution outside treaty countries is being handled by First Look
Media.   
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Festivals round-up
Close Encounters Doc Lab
Eight documentary filmmakers will be selected
for an all-expenses-paid week long Labora-
tory, in the company of filmmakers such as
the 2002 Oscar nominated director, Christian
Frei, to develop their ideas for a one hour
documentary. The Laboratory takes place
during the Encounters South African Interna-
tional Documentary Festival (Sunday 21st –
Saturday 30th July 2002). The Close Encoun-
ters Documentary Laboratory, which for the
past three years has been open only to first-
time directors, is now calling for experienced
directors with proposals for 48 minute films.
The deadline for submissions is Thursday 20th

June 2002. The Laboratory entails an inten-
sive week working with established interna-
tional and South African filmmakers as Tu-
tors, providing a supportive atmosphere in
which to develop projects. The week culmi-
nates in a pitching session to Simunye / SABC1
which intends to commission three films that
fall within its brief and budgeting practice.
The Laboratory is supported by the Jan
Vrijman Fund, Pro Helvetia - The Arts Coun-
cil of Switzerland and The Royal Netherlands
Embassy. The Laboratory is a Flagship Pro-
gramme of the European Union’s CWCI Fund.
Contact: molly@encounters.co.za

Afrika Film Festival
The 7th edition of the International African
Film Festival (Afrika Film Festival) was held
from 9 April to May 11 2002. The aim of the
festival is to create a sensibility for African
films and culture, and to organise a local mar-
ket for African short and feature films in Bel-
gium so that the distributors are interested to
bring these films in the normal cinema circuit.
The festival runs in about 8 cities and has
links with similar festivals in other regions of
the country. The result is that films as Sia,
Les Clandestins, Black Soul, Guelwaer and
others are distributed in the country.   One of
the biggest successes is the South African film
Paljas by Kathinka Heins. The film came in
distribution three years ago and since then it
is considered as an interesting film for schools
and families in the art-cinemas.  The Dutch
speaking part of Belgium has a special his-
torical link with South Africa and there are
special cultural agreements. This explains the
constant exchange of musicians, dance groups,
artist’s and so on. The Africa Film Festival
tries to obtain that in this agreement film will
be a part so that filmmakers, films and projects
can find easily their way to Belgium. Since its
first years the festival gives a special atten-
tion to films from South Africa.  The festival
plans for 2003 a special section on new South
African Film.
Contact: Guido Convents, email:
Guido.convents@signis.net

23rd Durban International
Film Festival
 Now celebrating its 23rd year this prestig-
ious South African international film festi-
val is a unique phenomenon on the local cul-
tural calendar.  The festival  (2 -15 Septem-
ber 2002) will again screen over 100 selected
films, most of them premiere screenings in
this region; host seminars and workshops
featuring local and international filmmakers;
and include screenings in township areas where
cinema facilities do not exist. The international
nature of the festival is balanced with a high-
lighted component of the finest of African cin-
ema. Contact: diff@nu.ac.za

Wildscreen 2002
The Festival of Moving Images from the
Natural World, Wildscreen 2002, is calling
for entries. Most categories will be familiar
to previous competitors although a few have
broadened in scope such as the One Planet
and Natural Neighbours Awards. New this
year is the award for the best Presenter-led-
Show, reflecting the increasing trend of hav-
ing a host, and the popularity of using celeb-
rities.  The finalist will be announced in early
July 2002. Award winners will be announced
at the Gala Award Ceremony on Tuesday
15 October at the Colston Hall in Bristol,
UK. Contact: jane.krish@wildscreen.org.uk

World Summit Film
Festival
Film Resource Unit (FRU), in collaboration
with the Johannesburg World Summit Com-
pany, the  United Nations Development Pro-
gramme (UNDP) and various other
stakeholders from government, corporate
and civil society across South Africa and
internationally, will host the World Summit
Film Festival and Audiovisual Education
Campaign as part of the cultural programme
for the world summit on sustainable devel-
opment( wssd) to be held in Johannesburg
from 18 august to 3 September 2002.

The main objectives of the audio visual
campaign and film festival are among others
to promote WSSD conference objectives
using existing audio-visual media to explore
and reflect linkages between poverty alle-
viation, peace and human security, environ-
mental protection and human rights, includ-
ing culture and gender equality, to utilise the
proposed audio-visual campaign to support
national social development initiatives cur-
rently underway in the country specifically
as it addresses common social ills such as,
poverty alleviation, poor health services, lack
of educational opportunities, HIV/AIDS
awareness etc.
Contact: Gregg Abell, email:
abellgregg@hotmail.com

Le Rendez-Vous 2002,
French TV Screenings
The eight edition of Le Rendez Vous,
French TV Screenings, organised by the
trade association for French producers and
distributors, TV France International, will
bring together from the 9 to 13 September
in St Tropez (France), 180 programme ac-
quisition executives, programme directors
and managing directors (124 have con-
firmed their participation on the 2 July),
representing 120 television channels in 45
countries. This year 650 programmes (80%
of which are new) will be presented by 50
French member companies.

Le Rendez-Vous, which is a showcase
of the programmes from the mainland, has
a special importance because it gives par-
ticipants direct access to the great diver-
sity of French programmes. Contrary to
the huge markets such as Mipcom, MipTV
and NATPE, it enables the participants to
take the time to view the programmes that
they are interested in.  At the same time,
there is no better environment to build a
friendly and trustful relationship with
French partners and discuss with them
how French programmes provide an origi-
nal alternative to the need for quality and
successful content.

The growth of the exportation of French
programmes has been since this last seven
year continued and constant.  On Tues-
day 10 September, during Le Rendez-Vous
2001, the annual study “International Fi-
nancial Flows in French Television Pro-
duction 2001” conducted by TV France
International in collaboration with INA
and CNC will be presented to the interna-
tional press. The 2002 study showed that
the African continent was good for 3% of
French exports in 2000, a slight decrease
in comparison with 4% in 1999 and a fur-
ther decrease from 5.9% in 1998.

However, according to the General Man-
ager of TV France International, Mathieu
Béjot, South Africa remains one of the best
clients for France. He deems that all the
French distributors have to consider things
in the long term rather than the short term
in order to develop, sell and make some
deals in Africa.

He further points out that 1998 was a
good year for the French exportation and
most of the African countries, especially
the South African channels such as the
SABC and M-Net have already bought
their programmes up to 5 years in advance

Fiction is still the best selling genre in
Africa (3,4% in 2000 versus 4,3% in
1999), while the next popular genre sold
in Africa is the documentary with 1,4%.
Contact: Xavier Cgevreau, email:
Xavier@tvfi.com
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Carole Black, and Ele Juarez,  named co-Dinner Chairs
of 30th International Emmy Awards Gala

Bruce Paisner, Chairman of The International
Council of the National Academy of Televi-
sion Arts & Sciences announced on the 15
May that Carole Black, President and CEO,
Lifetime Television and Ele Juarez, Manag-
ing Director, Admira, will co-chair this year’s
30th International Emmy Awards Gala on
Monday, November 25, 2002 in New York
City.

The Dinner Co-Chairs, always top global
media figures, open the Gala ceremony and
welcome over 900 global broadcast and me-

dia executives along with celebrity presenters.  Previous dinner chairs have included:
Gustavo Cisneros, Cisneros Group of Companies; Gerry Laybourne, Oxygen Media; Jeff
Sagansky, at the time with CBS; Gerhard Zeiler, RTL Germany; Michael MacMillan,
Alliance Atlantis; among others.

The International Council of NATAS is the largest organization of global broadcasters,
with representatives from over 50 countries on its Board.  It was chartered in 1969 with a
mission to honor and encourage excellence in television programming outside the United
States by presenting the International Emmy Award.  The International Council of NATAS
is a unique, independent organization consisting of television and media leaders who come
together to promote quality global programming.
Contact:  Ms. MJ Sorenson, Director of Marketing & Communications, The
International Council of NATAS, email: mjs@iemmys.tv, www.iemmys.tv

Ele Juarez

VUKA! 2002
welcomes professionals back on board
Last year the VUKA! charity commercial Awards were open to newcomer filmmakers
only. This year we invite professionals to take part, by making a commercial themselves
or by mentoring a young newcomer.
By entering the MultiChoice Africa VUKA! Awards, filmmakers have a
rare opportunity to use their unique skills to make a difference to their
community and country.

A PSA is a commercial produced for a registered charity, non-govern-
ment organisation or a worthy cause. These worthy causes need media
exposure in order to generate awareness and raise funds – and so the top
entries are flighted free on selected DStv channels.

So, while our local charities are benefiting, the filmmakers are getting
something out of it, too.

‘The professional film industry produces an exceptionally high stand-
ard of commercials,’ notes Linda Vermaas, MCA General Manager: Con-
tent. ‘It is for this reason, and because of the numerous requests from
professional filmmakers, that MultiChoice decided to open the competi-
tion to professionals this year,’ she explains.

‘It also gives professionals the opportunity to see the innovative work
of student and newcomers filmmakers. Our vision for the VUKA! Awards
is that this will create mentoring opportunities for young filmmakers in
the professional business.’

In a bid to nurture new talent and create a valuable skills base for
potential filmmakers, Multichoice Africa is encouraging professional film-
makers to get involved in all aspects of the competition this year. They
can either submit their own PSA in the Professional Category, or they
can play a role in assisting newcomer filmmakers, particularly those
from previously disadvantaged communities, to produce an entry.

According to the rules of the competition, any PSA entered in the
Newcomer Category has to have an entirely non-professional crew be-
hind it. The only professional assistance allowed is on the production

side, which is why MultiChoice is appealing to production houses
around the country to open their doors to young hopefuls, and
assist them in producing top-quality PSAs.

A number of production houses have already agreed to partici-
pate in this mentorship programme and to share their knowledge
and experience with aspiring, young filmmakers.

‘Every initiative in the industry is an important one,’ says Eddie
Mbalo, CEO of the National Film and Video Foundation (NFVF).
‘The VUKA! Awards can have an important effect on the indus-
try. Unfortunately the ad industry has a reputation for being very
“closed”, and VUKA! is an opportunity to open it up.’

‘It’ll work if filmmakers come forward as role models and men-
tors, and if potential filmmakers, particularly from previously dis-
advantaged communities, make themselves known as well,’ he notes.

‘I believe it is important to share our knowledge with other
people, and VUKA! provides this opportunity,’ says Etienne de
Villiers of Passing Trains. ‘It is an opportunity for us to give back
some of the experience we have gained over the years. It is difficult
to break into the film industry and it is particularly difficult for

people who don’t have a fancy show reel. If we
can help young people to put that reel together
and get a solid start in the industry, then we
will.’

Director Peter Gird was one of the VUKA!
Awards judges last year, and Peter Gird Produc-
tions has also committed to mentoring a new-
comer this year. ‘All of us in the industry are
committed to building new talent in this coun-
try, as there is plenty of it out there.

‘VUKA! is a great initiative because it puts a
lot of exposure behind the work that is entered.
This is one of the biggest motivating factors. It
makes it worthwhile for both the filmmakers
and the charity organisations to get involved.’

Mentoring a newcomer needn’t be a costly
exercise for production houses, either. ‘I was
very impressed with last year’s entries,’ says
Gird. ‘There was some inspirational and crea-
tive work. We often lose sight of what is possi-
ble without money, and the magical things that
can be created on a minimal budget

The closing date for entries is 30 September
2002.
For further details, entry forms and an
opportunity to mentor a young filmmaker,
contact Julie Coghlan or Nazek Roberts
on (021) 448-6989 or vuka@mweb.co.za,
or visit http://vuka.multichoice.co.za.

Awards

Carole Black
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Susan Purén named CNN African
Journalist of the Year
Susan Purén from ‘Carte
Blanche’ for M-Net/
DSTV, South Africa, has
been awarded the top
prize at this year’s CNN
African Journalist of the
Year Awards ceremony
held at the Sandton Convention Centre on the 15 May.
The event was hosted by CNN in partnership with the
South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC). Purén
was chosen among entrants from 26 nations across the
African continent for her story, China, War Child.

Chairperson of the Judging Panel, Dr. Doyinsola Abiola,
said: “the entire judging panel was unanimous in award-
ing Purén the top prize.  Her entry demonstrated a level
of journalistic excellence and integrity which all of us felt
deserved the highest recognition. Purén’s work, along with
that of all the finalists, demonstrates the sheer strength
and quality of African journalism.  Each and everyone of
the finalists should stand proud of their work.”

Winners in the individual competition:
General News Print: Khadija Magardie, Mail & Guard-
ian, South Africa
Television (two categories):General News: Susan Purén,
Carte Blanche for M-Net/DSTV, South Africa
TV News Bulletin: John Mwendwa Gitari, Kenya Tel-
evision Network, Kenya
Radio: Angie Kapelianis, South African Broadcasting
Corp, South Africa
Environment: Loretta Vanderpuye, Ghana Broadcasting
Corp, Ghana
Francophone: Patrice Douh-Lessou, Fraternité-Matin,
Cote d’Ivoire
Health/Medical: Carolyne Nakazibwe, The Monitor,
Uganda
Sport: Declan Okpalaeke, Tell Magazine, Nigeria
Business / e-Commerce: Isaac Masingati, Weekend Na-
tion, Malawi
Free Press-Africa: Arts & Culture: Sara Blecher, South
African Broadcasting Corp, South Africa
Mohamed Amin (Photographic category): Tsvangirayi
Mukwazhi, The Daily News, Zimbabwe
Contact: Seema Alibhai ,
email:seema.alibhai@turner.com, www.cnn.com/
africa/africanawards

Award of the press and democra-
cy 2002
Burkinabe newspapers, Le Marabout
Le Marabout, a satirical newspaper of Burkina Faso re-
ceived on the 5 April the Prize 2002 of the Press and
Democracy in Francophone Africa (USS2401,25).

La Tribune de Genève awards this Prize each year
during the Media North South Festival. This prize recog-
nises an African newspaper being characterised by its
commitment in favour of the democracy and the human
rights.

Le Marabout is available in 9 African Countries : Benin,
Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Cameroon, Gabon, Mali,
Niger, Senegal and Togo
Contact :  Fitore Pula, email : nordsud@vtx.ch,
www.nordsud.ch, www.marabout.net

CNN Interview
Africa Film & TV conducted an interview with Susan Purén, the winner of the
CNN Journalist of the Year Awards
 What is your personal career/Background?
 I became a journalist by co-incidence after studying Psychology at the Univer-
sity of Pretoria. Worked for a daily newspaper for some time and then moved on
to PR and then radio. After the birth of my daughter in 1985 I started my own
clothing line, designing and manufacturing ethnic African clothing. In 1994 I
rejoined the SABC as a television correspondent/field reporter. I left in 1997 and
have worked as an independent TV producer since then. At the moment I work
mostly for Carte Blanche on M-Net/DSTV.
Can you tell me a bit more about the programme that won you the award
The programme, China, war child that has won the CNN award tells the life
story of a Ugandan child soldier, China Keitetsi. At the age of nine she was
abducted and forced to become a child soldier in the National Resistance Army
in Uganda. She’s now about 24 years old and lives in Denmark. Last year she
published a book in Danish telling her life story. The programme is based on the
book.

I heard about China from a psychiatrist who treated her in Pretoria in 1999 for
severe posttraumatic stress disorder. But at that stage she had been resettled in
Denmark by the UNHCR. It took me 18 months from my first contact until the
time I flew to Denmark to interview her.
What were the difficulties that you met to realise your programme?
After hearing about China, I had no ways of tracking her down because the
UNHCR resettled her because they feared for her life. The psychiatrist could
not really help because of patient/doctor confidentiality and he was on his way
to emigrate to Australia. A psychiatric nurse who assisted China helped me
with a fax number and I sent a fax addressed to “To whom it may concern”
asking if a person called China could make a collect call to my number in Preto-
ria. China then sent a fax with her home number. She then said she wanted to
write a book and would call later.

That took another year. I was commissioned by Carte Blanche in June 2001
and due to cost spent only one day filming in Copenhagen. The rest was shot in
Johannesburg and Pretoria in one more day. The rest of the material came from
archives etc.
What are the difficulties facing journalists in Africa?
I can only speak for South African journalists but it must be worse on the rest
of the continent; Small budgets and bad pay! I know we’re not in it for money,
but bigger budgets would certainly help to produce quality television programmes.

The second thing is censorship, but I think it’s mostly self-imposed. Journal-
ists think they can’t say or write certain things because of political loyalties and
a kind of fear. I know there are countries where political pressure is a reality, but
certainly in South Africa we have a free media.

 The only problems I have ever encountered with regards to this came from
political loyalist news editors.
What are the major dangers?
Political interference in journalism. Watch out for people trying to steer you to
think the way they do.
What is the attitude of the South African government regarding the press
freedom
Our Constitution provides for that, but in order to maintain it we have to guard
that freedom every day. At the moment I think the relationship between Gov-
ernment and the media is a healthy one, but that doesn’t mean they like us!
What are the burning issues facing Africa as a whole?
Education, poverty and disease. In that order.
What are the burning issues facing African broadcasting?
Lack of money and resources, lack of experience and training, political interfer-
ence.
Is journalism in Africa a good career choice? Why?
I believe in following your dream. You won’t get rich from journalism, but you
will never be bored.
Which are the best news reporting organisations in Africa?
I read the Mail &  Guardian because they  have never been aligned with the
government of the day. They’ve exposed the Apartheid regime and now they do
the same with corruption in the current government.
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Bachelors sweep M-Net EDiT Awards
Ceremony
The second M-Net EDiT Awards, created to highlight excep-
tional television making talent, was held in Johannesburg on the
27 March. This year, a variety show called Bachelor Pad created
by students from the South African School of Motion Picture
Medium & Live Performance (AFDA) scooped three of the
major awards (Best Project, Best Director, Best Writer). In a
first for the EDiT initiative - the same institution received the
fourth major award (Best Technical Contribution) for an ani-
mated programme called Firelight .

Bongiwe Ngcobo, Supervising Producer, M-Net: MagicWorks
said: “In two  short years, the EDiT initiative has established a
springboard for  creative television talent in development.
Through consultation with the students, the institutions and M-
Net, sensitivity for what works for pay-TV is being developed.

Launched two years ago, the EDiT (Emerging Dynamics in
Television)  initiative was created to provide emerging film and
television talent with  the opportunity to produce a television
programme within a ‘real world’ scenario.  The key emphasis is
on skills development in all aspects of television  production.
Students are encouraged to implement their creative ideas  while
developing the discipline of producing within budget limitations,
production timelines and the television business environment.

A call for entries for the third series of EDiT initiative opened
on 2  April 2002. In a change from the two previous series, only
final year students are eligible to enter this year. Budding film-
makers attached to professional production industry associa-
tions who actively support skills development are also encour-
aged to enter. In close consultation  with M-Net, the project
teams will work to each produce a television  programme, which
will be broadcast on M-Net.
Contact: edit@mnet.co.za, www.mnet.co.za/edit 

South African documentary awarded

The South African produced documentary It’s My Life  was
awarded on the 17 April at a function in Prague, Czech Repub-
lic. The documentary, directed by Brian Tilley, received the Spe-
cial Award for the greatest contribution to the protection of
human rights presented by the Czech Republic President Václav
Havel at the One World Festival Award Ceremony. The film was
selected from 129 films screened at the Festival.

The film follows the life of Treatment Action Campaign (TAC)
leader Zackie Achmat while he challenges the government and
pharmaceutical companies for cheaper access to anti-AIDS drugs.
The film has been screened in the UK, France, Germany, Canada,
Finland and South Africa. It is produced by Steven Markovitz
of Big World Cinema and Philip Brooks of Dominant 7 as part of
the Steps for the Future series of films.

The film is due to be broadcast on SABC1 22 July at 10pm
Contact: Molly Slingsby, molly@bigworld.co.za

It’s my Life

Technology

Convergence: Not Just
Tomorrow Land Anymore
By Ken Soohoo co-founder, president and CEO of Planetweb
“Digital Convergence:” The idea of
seamlessly merging consumer electron-
ics devices such as DVD players and
set-top boxes with features like digital
photo viewing, streaming audio, and
even the Internet.  The concept sounds
impressive to those enthusiasts who can
envision its possibilities, but the real-
ity is that “convergence” still exists in
many consumers’ minds as a Tomor-
row Land improbability – a concept that
is associated with content that is too
bulky in its delivery delays, flickering
text and cumbersome navigation.

Yet, with all the applications of con-
vergence we’ve read about — from mi-
crowaves that talk to handheld devices
that do your laundry, lock your doors
and turn on your sprinklers — you’d think we’ve finally reached conver-
gence nirvana with society’s focus on time saving methods and the con-
tinual advancements in technology.  But is this what consumers really
want — yet another appliance?

Making the case for digital convergence is similar to communicating the
need for high-speed Internet access in the late 1990s when consumers’
limited understanding of the benefits of high-speed technology hampered
its wide-scale adoption. In the 1990s, consumers who did decide to give it
a shot bought only the bandwidth they needed to support their Internet
usage at the time. The same phenomenon is happening today with digital
convergence. We’re finding that convergence for convergence’s sake isn’t
enough to prompt consumers to buy.

Perhaps the console video game industry understands this best. Gaming
companies realize that widespread consumer adoption depends on the
ability to deliver an enhanced, easier, and more exciting user experience.  In
short, convergence should bring to mind not a device that lets you do new
and different things, but one that lets you do whatever it is you’ve been
used to doing - only better.

Before we delve into the gaming market, consider how consumers are
using the devices they already have. Currently, nearly 30 percent of U.S.
homes have computers with modems, and almost all U.S. homes have one
(at least) television set. Yet based on market research and failed products
like WebTV, consumers have little desire to send an e-mail or surf the Web
from their TV (and are even less enthusiastic about having to look to their
PC to take advantage of the Internet’s offerings). When it gets right down
to it, consumers really just want high-quality home entertainment that’s
relative, simple and easy to use.

This is where companies like Planetweb come in, implementing embed-
ded software into popular consumer electronics devices, such as DVD
players, game consoles, set-top boxes and interactive televisions, to allow
them to do better things that are still relevant to the device. It’s a different
kind of “convergence” that brings entertainment features together with
your existing device to create a truly enhanced experience. It’s not just
about introducing new devices that can surf the Web, play games and send
e-mail, and so on and so on, it’s about building natural extensions to
familiar devices to help your device continue to do what it does, just that
much better and that much smarter.

With gaming companies’ heads in the right place, the market is ripe for
innovation. According to IDC, more than 25-million game consoles will
ship in 2003; the majority of these will contain modems or broadband
connections. The evolution of game consoles into more interactive and
dynamic devices is a significant milestone for gamers, manufacturers and
the industry as a whole.

Ken Soohoo
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For entertainment buffs, convergence is transform-
ing common devices like DVD players and TVs into
home entertainment centers with interactive tech-
nology enabling manufacturers to set apart their prod-
ucts on competitive store shelves. DVD players, the
fastest growing consumer electronics product in his-
tory, will soon be as ubiquitous as TVs. In fact,
Cahners In-Stat Group notes that while twice as many
DVD players sold in the United States than Europe
in the year 2000, by 2004, European sales will be
equivalent to roughly 80 percent of U.S. sales.

There is a myriad of entertainment-related fea-
tures to bring to the DVD player. For example, the
evolution of features like digital photo viewing capa-
bilities allows users to view their family photos,
create personal slide shows, edit images, and even
print photo quality images all with the simple click
of a remote control, using the DVD player and tel-
evision. Moreover, audio enhancements let consum-
ers connect their MP3 player to a DVD player or
copy and playback songs from CDs. We’re seeing
digital convergence redefined in the consumer elec-
tronics market today – just like we’ve seen with the
automobile, now coming equipped with navigational
tools and even televisions for passengers. Similarly,
cell phones are now available with features that
“make sense,” like text messaging and personal cal-
endars. All of these examples serve the simple pur-
pose of adding sensible features to familiar, main-
stream devices in order to make life easier and more
fulfilling.

At the same time, adding Internet connectivity
can make these added features even richer. Consider
the power of digital photo viewing on your TV
screen, and then add the interactivity of the Internet
to the equation. In addition to viewing and editing
digital images on a TV, consumers can take it a step
further by accessing online photo processing desti-
nations to process the pictures and instantly deliver
to family and friends. With Internet-enhanced DVD
players, consumers also have the ability to access
extra Web embedded content on DVDs. Movie buffs
with interactive TVs and DVDs will be able to watch
coming attractions, be among the first to see new
trailers and be invited to sneak previews in their
area. They will spend time in virtual theatres watch-
ing films with movie fans all over the world and join
online events or chats. It will even be possible to
chat with actors, directors and special effects artists
during the movie. With the use of a remote control,
consumers can download screenplays, buy opening-
day tickets to a new movie, and purchase advanced
copies of DVD movies.

Companies that understand that the concept of
digital convergence is more than an “all-in-one” de-
vice will reach consumers and quickly draw them
into this exciting new world. But widespread adop-
tion of digital convergence is contingent upon keep-
ing technology simple from the consumer perspec-
tive. It’s about turning the big ideas and innovative
technologies into easy applications for consumers
to use, while making the experience more entertain-
ing and intrinsically valuable. As these components
– simplicity, creativity and innovative technology –
come together, digital convergence will migrate from
a Jetson-era notion to a consumer-driven necessity.

The Film Lab awarded Kodak
ImageCare
Kodak ImageCare status has been awarded to The Film Lab Johannesburg and The
Film Lab Cape Town in 2002 for the fourth successive year. This confirms that The
Film Lab operations conform to exacting international standards, which are set and
audited by Kodak.

For Tony Boyers, general manager of The Film Lab Johannesburg, and Guido Rasura,
general manager of The Film Lab Cape Town, the ImageCare system has been installed
in the labs as part of their day-to-day operating procedures. Not only does it make
their lives easier and operations more efficient, but it also guarantees their clients
peace of mind because correct systems and procedures are in place for the smooth
running of the laboratories. This programme is part of The Film Lab’s ongoing com-
mitment to its customers. ImageCare accreditation is conducted annually on a spot-
check basis by Kodak. During the surprise audit accreditors review the laboratory’s
procedures and quality over three days against strict guidelines prior to passing or
failing a facility.

This year, as in 2001, Kodak monitored the two facilities separately. Cape Town,
which is a front end lab, was accredited for camera negative processing, while Johan-
nesburg was accredited for camera negative processing, colour print, and black and
white processing, printing, grading, projection and training.
Contact: Vicky Saunders, Channel, email: vicky@channelpr.co.zz

Canopus UK chooses Provitech as their preferred
distributor in South Africa
Canopus Corporation, developers of award-winning, non-linear video editing prod-
ucts, have announced that they have chosen Provitech as their preferred distributor in
South Africa. With the demand for video editing products growing at a fast pace
throughout Africa, Provitech is well positioned to handle sales, marketing, training and
technical support functions as well as establishing and maintaining relationships with
dealers in South Africa.  “Canopus products are gaining a good reputation in South
Africa,” said Mark Evans, Managing Director of Canopus UK. “We are now in an
excellent position to build on this reputation to gain market share and increase cus-
tomer satisfaction through localized service and support.”

Based in San Jose, Calif., Canopus Corporation manufactures award-winning, non-
linear video editing products for video professionals and enthusiasts. Canopus’s DV
editing, MPEG-2 encoding and 3D DVE products combine innovative hardware and
software designs to set new standards. Canopus Corporation’s parent company,
Canopus Co., Ltd., with headquarters in Kobe, is Japan’s largest maker of video
editing and graphics products.
Contact Canopus UK Julie Sceeny, email: julie@canopus-uk.com,
www.canopus-uk.com

Macrovision signed multi-Year copy Protection
contract with DreamWorks SKG
Macrovision Corporation (NASDAQ: MVSN) announced on the 20 February that
DreamWorks SKG has signed a multi-year contract to copy protect its DVDs and
videocassettes throughout the world.

”We are pleased that DreamWorks has joined other major studios in re-affirming
their strong commitment to content protection,” said David Simmons, managing direc-
tor of the EMEA region. “Increasingly, intellectual property rights are being violated
worldwide. Macrovision’s technology provides a highly effective safeguard against
unauthorised consumer copying that, if left unattended, costs the entertainment in-
dustry hundreds of millions of dollars each year. DreamWorks’ continued support of
copy protection not only protects their own titles but also the revenues of their retail
partners.”

Macrovision’s copy protection is designed to prevent unauthorised copying of
VHS, DVD and PPV/VOD programming by VCRs. Macrovision introduced its DVD
copy protection in 1997 and is utilised on over 75 percent of all video DVDs distrib-
uted by most Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) studios, as well as
corporate, educational, and special interest rights owners. Over 900 million DVDs, 3
billion videocassettes, and 75 million digital set-top boxes have utilised Macrovision’s
video copy protection technologies.
Contact: Miao Chuang, chuang@macrovision.com, or Simon Mehlman,
email:simonm@globes-europe.com,  www.macrovision.com
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Betacam SX and DVCAM for
MBC Mauritius
On-Air BC Systems, the UK-based broadcast
technology company, have won a major tender
with the Mauritius Broadcasting Corporation
(MBC) for the supply of Sony Betacam SX
and DVCAM equipment. This includes five
DSR-570WSP DVCAM camcorders, the lat-
est Sony DVCAM Wide-Screen camcorders
(replacing the older DSR-500WSP), three DSR-
2000P studio editing video tape recorders
(VTRs), three DNW-7P Betacam SX
camcorders and various DVW-A75P studio
digital/analogue VTRs.

This equipment will enhance MBC’s already
extensive range of broadcast facilities. On-Air
made the announcement on 25 February 2002
following contract signing.
Contact: Peter Christmas, email:
peter@on-air-bc.freeserve.co.uk

Nigerian TV Authority
chooses JVC
The Nigerian TV Authority (NTA) has cho-
sen in April 2002 JVC and its D9 format for
the modernisation of its main studios in Lagos
and Abuja as well as its regional stations. Ben
Bruce, director general of NTA, said: “Our
choice of JVC as the main format for NTA was
based on quality, cost and local support. 

Since installing JVC D9 equipment in NTA
we have found the equipment to be reliable
and equivalent to any other broadcast digital
format.  So far our choice of JVC equipment
has proved to be a first class decision.” D-9 is
a true 4:2:2 component digital format, with
very mild compression and a 50 megabit stream.
The result is a viewed quality - and a robust-
ness in post-production - which is directly
comparable to Digital Betacam, but for a sig-
nificantly lower cost, both in capital equip-
ment and tape.
Contact: Claire Sargent, email:
claire@hobbsassoc.co.uk,

JVC goes to the World Cup
The JVC KY-F58U camera will be used as the
goal-shooting camera for one of the biggest
events in the sporting calendar, World Cup
2002.

The KY-F58U is a small 1/3 inch CCD cam-
era head with separate CCU and is capable of
a C mount lens.  A Fujinon TF4DA-8 4mm
wide-angle lens is being used for this applica-
tion. Kazutoshi Naora, Manager, Broadcast and
Creation Sales Dept at JVC Victor’s Hachioji
factory Japan commented “The JVC cameras
are perfect for this type of application as they
are robust, reliable and deliver excellent pic-
ture quality. In fact, JVC cameras were used
during the World Cup in 1998 as well as foot-
ball games in the US.”
Contact: John Carpenter, email:
jcarpenter@jvcpro.co.uk,
www.jvcpro.co.uk

African writers’ Lab postponed
The first African Writers’ Lab for Film and Television seminar, initially scheduled for 6 – 9
March 2002 has been re-scheduled for 23 – 26 October 2002.

The seminar, to be held in Johannesburg, will be conducted by top Hollywood profes-
sional script-writer, film analyst and celebrated author, Dr Linda Seger together with televi-
sion and new media expert, Ms Carolyn Miller. African Writers’ Lab will provide a hot-
house of tools and inspiration for professional and aspiring writers alike. The three-day
intensive lab will empower writers with skills ranging from investigating and creative proc-
ess, developing character profiles and highlighting the power of themes and images in
memorable story-telling techniques. The African Public Broadcasting Foundation (APB),
in conjunction with its strategic partners, aims to enhance quality programming throughout
Africa, by equipping writers to tell their stories in the most professional and compelling
manner possible, with local, continental and international appeal.
Contact:  vj@africanbroadcast.com

Ghanaian Film School  “Academy of Screen Arts”
scheduled to open its door in Accra in September
The International Youth Education Program (IYEP) announced Accra, Ghana, as the home
of its future Academy of Screen Arts (ASA). ASAs central offices and academic headquar-
ters are currently under construction. ASA is scheduled to open its doors to students,
September 20, 2002.

According to organisers, Ghana is strongly positioned to become the premiere film and
video training ground of West Africa. The attributes that contribute to this mandate point
to the legacy of former president and visionary leader, Kwame Nkrumah. President Nkrumah
was the premiere African leader to foresee Ghana as a culturally cohesive resource for
artists and progressive-minded people. ASAs purpose is to nurture the vision of Nkrumah,
by bringing about the next generation of well trained, fully credentialed and highly success-
ful filmmakers from Africa. ASAs mission statement reflects a commitment to training that
is appropriate and relevant to the sensibility and cultural needs of Africa. The ASA pro-
gram also provides unique opportunities for international film and video experts to visit
Ghana and present continuing education courses, through master classes and industry
conferences to professional African filmmakers.  For the novice students, beginning work-
shops and regular classroom schedules are designed to encourage and support the young
artisans in and around Ghana.

Servicing the Ghana production industry at present are the National Film and Television
Institute (NAFTI). NAFTI offers technical training in: camera, sound, lighting, editing and
producing. They, along with The School of Performing Arts, at the University of Ghana,
Legon, currently provide vital personnel in theatre arts. The ASA will complement both
NAFTI and The School of Performing Arts by providing training specifically geared at
screen arts.
Contact: Kwame Agyapong, email: kwamiyep@africaonline.com.gh

Chicago filmmaker teaches in Zanzibar
Chicago Filmmaker Floyd Webb recently returned from Zanzibar, Tanzania in East Africa
where he taught a class in low budget Digital film production, to a group of 25 broadcast and
freelance media professionals from Tanzanian television and commercial production facilities.
The class was held at the Mazson Hotel in Stonetown. Webb was invited to Tanzania by
Imruh Caesar, Director of the Zanzibar International Film Festival (ZIFF). The festival’s
mandate is to convene an annual festival, sponsor workshops, classes and demonstrations
led by talented instructors from around the globe to help develop world-class film and
television professionals in East Africa. During the three-day master class, Webb discussed
current developments in digital video production and demonstrated software usage. Editing
techniques were also demonstrated on a laptop-based system using Final Cut Pro 2. Class
attendees also gained hands on experience when they were divided into four teams, and
produced and edited a two-minute production about an aspect of the exotic city of
Stonetown.  Each team was given two hours to complete shooting. Upon completion, Webb
walked the teams through the digitising and logging process, editing of image and audio,
titling, use of motion graphics and output to different media such as VHS, Beta SP and film.
The finished productions from the ZIFF Digital Master Class will be available on the
class’s website at http://itutu.com/ziffdigi

Floyd Webb was associate producer of the film Daughters of the Dust directed by Julie
Dash and has worked with filmmakers worldwide. His company e22 digital, Inc., based in
Oak Park, IL, USA provides multimedia services from Web Design, 3D animation, CD Rom
and digital video production. Webb is also Editorial Advisor to Black Filmmaker Magazine,
http://blackfilmmag.com), a bi-monthly publication based in London.
Contact: Floyd Webb, email: fw@itutu.com

Training


